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About	
  this	
  book	
  
	
  
	
  
Appearances	
  are	
  diverse,	
  but	
  the	
  “Core	
  Issues”	
  are	
  always	
  the	
  same.	
  
On	
  surface	
  the	
  diversity	
  is	
  myriad,	
  but	
  at	
  the	
  core,	
  life	
  presents	
  itself	
  with	
  similar	
  patterns	
  to	
  all	
  
life	
  forms.	
  
The	
  core	
  issues	
  of	
  any	
  specie	
  is	
  to	
  survive,	
  to	
  exist.	
  Food,	
  Sleep,	
  Procreation	
  and	
  Excretion	
  are	
  the	
  
four	
  processes	
  common	
  to	
  all	
  life	
  forms	
  to	
  sustain	
  and	
  progress.	
  	
  
The	
  duality	
  we	
  experience	
  through	
  our	
  lives	
  while	
  conducting	
  the	
  basic	
  above	
  mentioned	
  four	
  life	
  
functions,	
  creates	
  impressions	
  on	
  us.	
  We	
  can	
  see	
  that	
  life	
  though	
  simple	
  in	
  its	
  expression	
  is	
  quite	
  
much	
  complicated	
  to	
  deal	
  with.	
  We	
  are	
  lead	
  by	
  our	
  personalities	
  dictated	
  by	
  desires	
  and	
  
impressions	
  we	
  gather	
  through	
  life	
  times.	
  
All	
  life	
  contain	
  this	
  duality,	
  which	
  we	
  can	
  generously	
  observe	
  on	
  our	
  selves.	
  We	
  have	
  two	
  hands,	
  
two	
  legs,	
  nostrils,	
  eyes,	
  ears,	
  brain	
  hemisphere,	
  heart,	
  lungs	
  etc.	
  are	
  all	
  in	
  two’s.	
  This	
  	
  duality	
  
pervades	
  our	
  complete	
  personality	
  complex,	
  comprising	
  of	
  physical,	
  sensory,	
  mental,	
  intellectual	
  
and	
  spiritual	
  bodies.	
  	
  
We	
  all	
  contain	
  strengths	
  and	
  weakness.	
  Our	
  environment	
  exhibits	
  opportunities	
  and	
  threats.	
  
Recognizing	
  these	
  through	
  observation	
  and	
  self	
  reflection	
  creates	
  vast	
  opportunities	
  to	
  allow	
  our	
  
potentials	
  to	
  be	
  expressed,	
  our	
  desires	
  to	
  be	
  satisfied.	
  	
  
Yoga	
  is	
  one	
  such	
  advanced	
  human	
  engineering	
  to	
  conduct	
  an	
  unbiased	
  self-‐assessment	
  and	
  also	
  be	
  
self	
  guide.	
  While	
  we	
  discover	
  what	
  holds	
  us	
  back,	
  we	
  can	
  use	
  them	
  as	
  our	
  ally’s.	
  when	
  we	
  know	
  
and	
  understand	
  our	
  weaknesses	
  they	
  become	
  our	
  friend.	
  They	
  become	
  a	
  solution.	
  	
  	
  
We	
  often	
  put	
  our	
  efforts	
  to	
  understand	
  the	
  functions	
  and	
  potentials	
  of	
  our	
  gadgets,	
  computers,	
  
mobile	
  phones	
  etc.	
  then	
  in	
  knowing	
  ourselves.	
  We	
  often	
  entertain	
  senses	
  rather	
  than	
  entertain	
  
sense	
  and	
  habit	
  management.	
  	
  
I	
  am	
  the	
  only	
  one	
  to	
  find	
  solutions	
  for	
  my	
  issues.	
  No	
  other	
  is	
  as	
  interested	
  or	
  aware	
  of	
  us,	
  other	
  
than	
  ourselves.	
  Hence	
  the	
  discovery	
  of	
  solution	
  and	
  joys	
  lies	
  within	
  us.	
  This	
  self	
  discovery	
  makes	
  
every	
  moment	
  an	
  event,	
  Every	
  experience	
  a	
  learning.	
  The	
  pleasure	
  and	
  pain	
  accompany	
  
knowledge	
  instead	
  of	
  identification.	
  	
  
The	
  book	
  is	
  to	
  be	
  used	
  as	
  a	
  mirror.	
  Just	
  question	
  yourself.	
  Answer	
  it	
  yourself	
  to	
  the	
  best	
  of	
  your	
  
ability	
  or	
  knowledge.	
  There	
  is	
  no	
  right	
  or	
  wrong.	
  We	
  are	
  just	
  taking	
  a	
  weather	
  check.	
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Preface	
  
“What	
  is	
  one	
  mans	
  broth	
  is	
  another	
  mans	
  poison.”	
  
There	
  is	
  nothing	
  absolutely	
  right	
  or	
  wrong.	
  Yoga	
  is	
  about	
  this	
  realization,	
  that	
  allows	
  one	
  to	
  
transcend	
  the	
  duality	
  while	
  enjoying	
  both,	
  pleasure	
  and	
  pain.	
  Just	
  	
  like	
  enjoying	
  a	
  	
  walk,	
  using	
  both	
  
legs,	
  yet	
  not	
  choosing	
  one	
  over	
  the	
  other.	
  
Yoga	
  is	
  about	
  self	
  discovery.	
  Knowing	
  that	
  all	
  goods	
  and	
  bads	
  are	
  contained	
  within	
  us.	
  So	
  knowing	
  
oneself	
  is	
  like	
  conducting	
  a	
  SWOT	
  analysis	
  with	
  oneself.	
  Strength	
  Weakness	
  Opportunity	
  Threat.	
  
While	
  strengths	
  and	
  weaknesses	
  are	
  related	
  to	
  the	
  individual,	
  opportunities	
  and	
  threads	
  are	
  
posed	
  by	
  our	
  environment.	
  Yoga	
  says	
  individual	
  and	
  his	
  environment	
  are	
  one.	
  	
  
We	
  usually	
  encounter	
  in	
  our	
  education	
  all	
  subjects	
  concerning	
  us,	
  other	
  than	
  ourselves.	
  We	
  study	
  
various	
  subjects	
  like	
  math,	
  science,	
  history	
  etc.,	
  but	
  education	
  related	
  to	
  the	
  individual’s	
  
homeostatic	
  development	
  is	
  often	
  not	
  given	
  the	
  due	
  importance.	
  	
  
“Beauty	
  Lies	
  in	
  the	
  eye	
  of	
  the	
  beholder”	
  
Yoga	
  is	
  also	
  based	
  on	
  OOPS	
  or	
  Observer	
  Oriented	
  Programming	
  System.	
  Instead	
  of	
  lending	
  beauty	
  
to	
  the	
  objects,	
  it	
  is	
  viewed	
  as	
  in	
  the	
  purview	
  of	
  the	
  beholder.	
  
Who	
  is	
  the	
  beholder?	
  
What	
  goes	
  together	
  to	
  manifest	
  the	
  beholder,	
  what	
  we	
  all	
  know	
  as	
  “I	
  am”?	
  
The	
  book	
  can	
  be	
  most	
  appreciated	
  if	
  one	
  can	
  be	
  an	
  observer	
  of	
  one	
  self;	
  ones	
  own	
  behavior	
  and	
  
patterns	
  and	
  enjoy	
  it	
  like	
  a	
  movie	
  a	
  drama.	
  One	
  can	
  appreciate	
  self-‐discovery,	
  only	
  in	
  light	
  of	
  “no	
  
guilt”	
  and	
  “no	
  blame”.	
  	
  
While	
  the	
  quiz	
  gives	
  a	
  snap	
  shot	
  about	
  oneself,	
  the	
  chart	
  can	
  be	
  pinned	
  up	
  on	
  the	
  wall	
  to	
  observe	
  
one	
  self	
  at	
  different	
  times	
  and	
  in	
  different	
  circumstances.	
  	
  
Life	
  a	
  festivity,	
  in	
  an	
  interesting	
  game	
  for	
  self-‐discovery.	
  	
  
A	
  master	
  once	
  told	
  me	
  “	
  You	
  are	
  the	
  most	
  beautiful	
  choice	
  of	
  creation.	
  The	
  choice	
  was	
  made	
  at	
  the	
  
moment	
  of	
  your	
  conception”.	
  There	
  were	
  a	
  billion	
  sperms	
  moving	
  towards	
  that	
  one	
  receptive	
  
ovum.	
  Nature	
  chose	
  only	
  one,	
  that’s	
  you.	
  How	
  can	
  anyone	
  question	
  the	
  beauty	
  of	
  such	
  a	
  grand	
  
choice”.	
  In	
  this	
  large	
  world	
  womb,	
  amongst	
  billions,	
  you	
  are	
  unique,	
  that’s	
  what	
  you	
  are	
  born	
  with	
  
it,	
  that’s	
  your	
  beauty.	
  This	
  is	
  to	
  be	
  realized.	
  	
  
Yoga	
  is	
  science	
  of	
  unraveling	
  this	
  beauty,	
  that	
  each	
  one	
  is.	
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Desire and Life …….. Into the Loop
Waaaaa…… cries the child. Whether of hunger or of having
soiled the nappy, it is expressing its desire. A simple
expression of its desire, beyond complex words and language,
yet profound. From the moment we are born, our desires
come alive. Our lives are molded around our desirers. It’s the
desires that keep us motivated to act, keeps us motivated
towards life. Whether the desires are physical, mental,
emotional, intellectual or spiritual, we start acquiring skill sets
to enable us to fulfill our desires. We are a product of our
desires.
Desire : wish, want, aspiration, inclination, impulse, yearning,
longing, craving, hankering, hunger, eagerness, enthusiasm,
will, volition, determination, lust for, attraction, passion,
infatuated, burn for, fancy, have the hots for, have a crush on,
be mad about, be crazy about.
In the indian scriptures words like Iccha, Vaasana, Aakansha,
Abhilasha, kama are used for the word desire.
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Desire is considered as the primordial energy necessary to
create. Without desire there is no movement, no creation. All
processes of life proceed from desire or willing. Hence the
concept of “Will Power” or “Power of Volition”.
We will rework the concept of desire as
Desire = wishing + willing
“If wishes were horses, beggars would ride.”
Unless we will our wish, the desiring process is not completed.
Hence the process of desire is incomplete until it is willed. An
example; Like i desire to pass on my wealth to my loved ones
on my demise, so this “wish” is then put on paper that we call
“will”. Hence the process of desire is incomplete with just
wishing but gets completed by also willing it. This compliance
is the movement essential to complete the desire process
having wished for the same.
Example : I am thirsty, is a desire, until we will ourselves to do
the needful thirst sustains.
The process of desire gives rise to the power of knowledge.
Desiring precedes knowledge. We seek to know and
understand only things we desire. Our desires seek our
attention. Knowledge seeks to answer the questions what,
where and when.
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Example: When I will myself to quench my thirst, I seek to find
the right ingredient to satisfy it too. so within the current
circumstance I see what are the options available and where.
Water, soft drink, beer etc. all can quench thirst, depending on
our circumstance and choice. This knowledge when acquired
of what, where, then will my desire be satisfied.
Having willed our desire, and generated the appropriate
knowledge start the next process of actually doing the act. We
need to actually drink the water etc. and quench our thirst. This
process brings satisfaction and desire gets concluded with the
act. Desire is satisfied.
Hence satisfaction or completion is the outcome of the
undertaking of the three distinct acts of Desire-knowledgeaction. Mere wishing and willing, knowing does not bring the
satisfaction. All three acts are essential to fulfill the desire. This
success in accomplishing of desire brings contentment, joy
etc.
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Observer, Knower
Observation,
Knowing
Object, Known

this triad of desire – knowledge – action is the same triad of
observer – observation – object which is the essence of yoga
and scriptures.
“God said let there be light and light there was”.
God expressed its “desire” by expressing it as “god said”. the
words “let there be light”, expressed his knowledge and power
of action. “Light there was”, the fulfillment of its desire.
God becomes the observer,
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“said”, the word, the knowledge,
“let there be” is the action
“light”, is the object
light manifested of gods willing it or power of volition.
Desiring is a natural process. We desire even without noticing.
It’s a natural impulse that propagates life. We wish without
paying attention. These impulses reside within us in our
subconscious. So during our normal day we go about desiring
for many objects some essential some non-essential so on
and so forth. Some desires get satisfied while some don't.
Desires are like our child, once created, will keep nagging us
till they are satisfied. Our desires will keep bothering our mind.
More the number of unsatisfied desires more will the difficulty
in sleeping. Too many unsatisfied desires are like babies that
keep crying and calling out for our attention. Therefore
insomnia or lack of sleep is direct result of our desires. Hence
many individuals require sleeping pills, many toss and turn in
their bed, only to fall asleep from fatigue.
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look at diagram 2….. when desires suitably achieved
contentment is experienced and one resides in self. This state
of contentment is called “nivritti” and when contentment is
uninterrupted, desires in quiescence are called “Nirvana”.
When too many desires afflict us we are unable to come to the
centre or rest in the self, but we start to more faster and faster
on the lines of the triangle which appears like a circle. This
state is called “Pravritti”.
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Infact yoga and scriptures state the most basic desire model
comprises of two basic needs,
- to survive virtuously
- to transcend misery or maintaining a state of joy.
So being alive and joyous is the most basic quality to the
desire models. Desires whether to acquire an object or to be
happy or even seeking liberation are all but various
expressions of desiring machine within us.
Desire to transcend misery or to be in a state of joyousness is
the attempt of all life forms. Hence we see blessings are also
deliberate to….. May you live a long healthy life, may you be
healthy and happy, including the saying “ early to bed and
early to rise makes man healthy, wealthy and wise”.
Misery or distress comes from three sources
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Adhyatmic – Self inflicted pain or misery. Illness, sensory or
mental disturbance, ignorance or lacks of understanding are
some of the causes self-inflicted misery. Not taking care of
oneself can cause misery in long term.
Adibhautic – miseries can be inflicted by other beings. Say a
insect bite causing malaria or some other disease. Or the hurt
caused to us by some other human like betrayal, abuse etc.
bring misery.
Adidaivic – afflictions due to natural calamities or acts of God.
Sometimes natural calamities like storms, earthquakes etc.
other acts of nature can bring interruption and distress in our
lives.
All sciences, studies, philosophies including Yoga philosophy
are devised to bring relief, joy, improvement to life, that the
human may survive and be content and in harmony with its
environment. The prosperity we seek in our lives is also based
on this idea……. Bringing joyousness in our existence, in our
lives.
Hence understanding ones desire mechanism is the most
basic favorable to ones survival while transcending miseries.
While too many desires can lead to non-fulfillment and distress
in our lives, a few well-chosen desires and their pursuit brings
refinement and contentment to our life.
Choosing desires:
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Choosing desires that assist our healthy happy survival
becomes essential to our lives. Our desires directly affect our
life and lifestyle.

Recall the game called Snakes and ladders. This game is
quite symbolic to this idea of choosing desires carefully. While
ladders are symbolic to virtues, which lead us towards
fulfillment, snakes are the symbol of vices, indulgences that
become impediment to our progress.
The sincere desires are called “shreyas”, “self motivation” and
the vice laden desires are called “preyas” “lust and
indulgence”. While shreyas require steady fast and virtuous
behavior accompanied by self-management, preyas are
desires we enjoy, but may not bring us the necessary result.
Preyas mean our likes, our indulgent activities, and our lusty
behavior. Preyas though satisfied, may not assist us in the
long term, but since we enjoy them, we pursue and indulge in
them.
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Example. During exams the child needs to study, rest well, eat
the right food, despite the temptations are shreyas activities.
Eating the wrong food, playing games etc at the cost of ones
studies are all preyas activities. Though the child may enjoy
them temporarily, in long term it will not assist fulfillment of its
desire i.e. to succeed in the exam.
Similarly indulgence as the word may suggest take away
valuable resources like time, energy, and money giving shortterm pleasure, yet no long term benefits occur from them.
Hence the important rules to achievement are
1. Watch your life affirming desire from impulses and
indulgences.
2. See if the desire is truly essential and worth my efforts or
a superimposition of others volition.
3. Am I overloaded with desires?
4. Are these desires virtuous and beneficial or just pressure
of the moment and impulses of a unwarranted state of
mind.
Desires directly affect our “Life” and “Lifestyle”
Desires manifest in life and hence affect our lives and its
natural patterns. Life is the screen on which the pictures of our
desires get projected. We experience all our joys, emotions,
highs and lows in life.
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Lets take a look at life. Life exhibits itself through various
forms, animate and inanimate. These objects of life exhibit
patterns we call Biorhythm or life style.
Similarly life also expresses its self through humans. Humans
also exhibit a pattern. When these patterns are conducive and
balanced one celebrates life. Yoga mentions there are four
tenets essential for a balanced healthy life pattern. Any one
missing will bring distress to us.
The Four Tenets of healthy Lifestyle;
Achar or healthy purposeful Routine and conduct,
Vichar or healthy thinking or positive thinking,
Aahar or nourishing food and other inputs,
Vihar or relaxation and recreation.
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Achar :
When we have a good routine we have time for all our
activities. We have time for work, time for play, time for rest,
time for recreation and life becomes comfortable and
enjoyable. When our routines are not well conducted we find
ourselves in a rush, hurrying from one activity to another.
Rushing from one place to another. Not having sufficient time
for eating or eating on the go. There is no time for rest and
recreation. This hurry worry life style is because of lack of
healthy purposeful routine. This management of routines can
also be called “Time Management”. We don’t become stereo
typed by routines, infact “routines gives us freedom”. When we
have a certain idea of our routines, we come to understand our
free time. By rearranging activities we can also add to the free
time for ourselves. Poor routines and conducts result in
wastage of time. Time gets wasted in bits and pieces here and
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there. Finally we cannot concentrate on our activities well, if
routines are not managed. Poor focus leads to poor results. A
useful question to ask oneself here is, do I generate results
or do I have reasons for non-accomplishment?
Routines are as may be essential to us. There is no right or
wrong routines. Routines have to be designed by us as per
our need and undertakings.
Superimposing ones desires on life we can see our patterns
quite clearly. We can see how our desires affect our daily
routines. Late nights, entertainment, etc. have a direct affect
our routines.
There are no right/wrong or good/bad routine, we are to
choose and decide on what is essential or appropriate for
ourselves.

Time management
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

6 –8 am
8 - 10 am
10 - 12 pm
12 - 2 pm
2 - 4 pm
4 - 6 pm
6 - 8 pm
8 – 10 pm
10 – 12 am
12 – 2 am
2 – 4 am
4 – 6 am
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Day – Time – Activity chart
Vichar: Mental disposition
Cigito Ergo Sum René Descartes
“I think so I exist”. As the mind so the man.
Healthy positive thinking arises from our desires. When we
achieve our desires we feel joys, contentment etc. our
confidence is better. Nothing succeeds likes success. Too
many desires, leading to non-fulfillment cause doubt in our
minds towards others and our self. These doubt brings anxiety,
anger, remorse, lack of self worth etc. these thinking patterns
not only disturb our minds, but also our very being.
When we say positive thinking, it is say like 5 poor thoughts
per 100 assuring thoughts. Usually we look at positive thinking
as 5 good thoughts in a 100 poor thoughts. A smear of white
on a big black patch is not positive thinking. Positive thinking
leaves us calm, fulfilled, confident and focused. If there is
agitation then there is something amiss and is there is lack of
positive thinking.
Aahar: Food and Inputs.
There is a saying “garbage in and garbage out”. Our food is
very essential for our well being. Tasty may not necessarily be
healthy. As the food so the mind as the mind so the man.
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In urban living our food patterns frequently get affected.
Improper eating time and habits. Bite on the run, eating while
working etc. don’t help. Take time out for food, it takes only ten
minutes to eat a meal. Having proper balanced diet helps in
the long run to avoid illnesses and other psychosomatic
disorders. Remember eating a lavish heavy meal late at night,
though tasty and palatable may cause distress like acidity,
poor digestion, etc. leading to disturbed sleep, ill tummy.
Feeling of not having rested well prevails next morning and
other ailments accompany. Our routines and state of mind is
left disturbed and agitated.
When we are well satisfied by a proper meal there is a sense
of contentment. We may end up behaving impulsive simply
from lack of satisfaction of having eaten a good wholesome
meal.

Like food what we read, what we listen too, what we watch on
television are all inputs. We are known by the company we
keep. A saint in company of thieves will be called a thief. Our
peers, friends and companions have great influence on our
lives. Usually we pick up habits and patterns from our
companions. Notice we pick up language, eating habits,
behavior from our family. A child from a disturbed violent family
will naturally accept these patterns and repeat them in its own
adult life. Hence our inputs affect our patterns too.
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Keep time for reading, watching, listening to calming inputs
too. Maintaining company of life affirming companions too.
Often a intelligent critic is better than a foolish friend.
Relaxation and recreation is what is called Vihaar, is as
essential as the other three. A relaxed and rested body-mind
complex can function better. A relaxed body can stretch better
than a already stretched and fatigued body. Taking a small
power nap or siesta in the afternoon is like a recharger.
Keeping eyes closed and observing ones breath during travel
can help rejuvenate after a long day. Use travel time to relax,
traveling itself consumes energy. Find small times to take it
easy, it leaves us refreshed. Yoga suggest techniques like
Shavasana etc. for relaxing and rejuvenating. All old cultures
have supported ‘Siesta’.
Entertainment is not relaxation. Usually entertainment draws
on a lot of our sensory, mental and emotional resources. Like
TV leaves us fatigued and not really refreshed or relaxed.
Recreation – re + creation.
A hobby practiced can be good recreation. A vacation can be a
good recreation. Spending time in playing a game with ones
family or kids can be quite refreshing.
Usually recreation allows us to transform the extra-unwanted
energy. Say a quarrel in the office leaves us in a bad mood.
This extra-unwanted energy needs to be expressed. Usually
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the office quarrel gets released on some stranger while
traveling like road rage or distasteful behavior with a fellow
traveler. If not then the wife or a family member or friend gets
the blistered of such energies. Its ends up like passing the
parcel.
If we have a hobby we can utilize and release these unwanted
or negative feelings and emotions. say if one enjoy playing
music, then such anger, sadness and other negative energies
can be released. Sing or play a sad song when in sadness.
After sometime this feeling will subside and one will feel free
from the sadness. If one is angry one can do some hard
laborious work in the garden, or cleaning up the home etc.
Hence they say human with a strong character is developed
from having a purposeful hobby. These hobbies allow one to
be with oneself and reflect. This state of being in calmness
with oneself, occupied with something enjoyable allows
release from unwanted mental states and negative energy.
Again note entertainment is not recreation. Entertainment
usually takes us away from reality. The problem does not go
away, it only gets postponed and brushed under the carpet. It
only pampers procrastranation. Monday morning blues are
because of entertainment and lack of rest on the week ends.
The bane of the urban population is lack of recreation and
relaxation. Hence we have most urban population in the long
run being afflicted by illnesses and diseases. Dependence on
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medication and addictions is also a result of the unchecked
urban life style.
Some of the best ideas appear to us when we are relaxed and
rested. Taking a vacation gives us a perspective to what is
happening in our lives. What I am missing out on in my life.
What are the areas I need to pay attention to. Such reflections
are possible on vacations. Vacations means vacating not only
the place, but also our usual behavior and patterns. Vacating
our positions to get a fresh perspective of ourselves, our
occupations etc.
Our desire mechanism affects our routines, our thinking, our
food and inputs and also our state of being. Hence we can
notice how desires create the pictures that overlap our life, our
life style and the movements within it.
To improve our body-mind complex or create a homeostatic
state of well being and healthy life style is also a desire…….
Motivate oneself, see essentials, act upon it.
What ever we practice for 21 days becomes a habit. Habits are
difficult to break. One has to carefully consume. What we
consume regularly become our habits. Habits can be a virtue
or vice.
We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act
but a habit. - aristotle
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When a poor “habit” is broken “ abit” remains
When we work on that “a bit”, a “bit” still stays
When that “bit” is worked upon “it” continues to stays as an
impression within our subconscious.
Identical is the effect with life affirming habits too. One
discovers a wholesome healthy rhythm for oneself.
Be careful not to be burdened by others desires and volitions.
Awareness and vigilance on our desire is essential to be done
on our own, it cannot be postponed or delegated or sought in
advice.
The beauty of yoga is that one can create a purposeful lifestyle
suitable to oneself, fulfill ones desires and achieve wholesome
contentment.
Wherever one is lacking in ones lifestyle, one can easily
remedy it with suitable yoga techniques.
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Example: If one were fatigued or not rested enough,
shavasana (dead man’s pose) performed for 20 minutes is
equivalent to 3 hours of good sleep.
Deskbound life style could be supported by Asana and
pranayams etc. to help in keeping physical body healthy and
mental disposition balanced.
Similarly the whole range of Yoga techniques will become
handy and assistive, as may be the need of the individual and
issue to be resolved.
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

The 3 steps of Descent - A spiral of Isolation
The	
  domino	
  effect	
  is	
  a	
  chain	
  reaction	
  that	
  occurs	
  when	
  a	
  small	
  change	
  causes	
  a	
  similar	
  change	
  
nearby,	
  which	
  then	
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  cause	
  another	
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  change,	
  and	
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  our	
  DNA.	
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the three step of descent is like a domino effect. When one of the pieces of the domino
falls, it causes a chain reaction, causing falling of other dominos in series. Similarly
poor life style works like a domino effect. Ones life style start showing up obstructions.
These obstruction further leading to nescience and perversions finally causing
isolation. Its like a domino effect. One disturbance leading to another so on and so
forth.
Example :
Healthy life style can be equated to a new well constructed building.
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Obstructions are like small cracks that develop on the outer surfaces of the building.
Maintenance is essential now.
Nescience is like cracks developing further leading to leakage and seepage and
growth of plants in the building wall, showing lack of maintenance.
Perversions are like a dilapidated building. Living in such a home is a challenge.
Isolation is like a ruined building, no one other than homeless etc. living in it. But is
usually abandoned.
The external chaos we witness around us in our lives is but a projection of the
prevailing internal chaos. A manifestation of irresponsible lifestyle, nescience, over
indulgence, at the cost of ones well being and resultant incapacities arising from them.
The nature of desire makes the mind like a pendulum, swinging between happy and
sad states, missing out on the contentment of the center, and taking a moment in
enjoying what one is already blessed with. This is the state of most human. Loosing
ones balance and steadiness.
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We have seen in the previous chapter the nature of desires as shreyas and preyas
affecting our life and life style. The nature of our desire mechanics either lead u either
into “Solitude” or state of “Isolation”.
Solitude and Isolation are like opposite states, or two banks of the river called life.
Though similar in appearance but are qualitatively quite contrary to each other.
Solitude: A state in which one feels joyous in company with oneself. Essentially one is
not bored with oneself. One enjoys ones own company and presence and rests within
it. One does not loose oneself even when in company of people. One is comfortable
with oneself even in crowds. One can enjoy its possessions with a sense of
contentment. There is no hankering for company of people, while company with
discrimination is welcome. A state of fulfillment prevails.
Isolation: Loneliness, Desolation referring to a state of being utterly alone or being
forsaken. A state of ruin or barrenness prevails. This Alienation accompanied with a
feeling of un-relatedness, especially a feeling of distance from ones family and social
environment. This leads to disaffection one now feel accompanied with indifference or
even distaste toward loved and ones towards whom one was fond of. This voluntary
disaffection results in complete separation and strong feelings of dislike or hatred
towards all in general. One cannot enjoy ones relations and possessions. “No one
loves me” is the emotion, despite the concern of the loved ones. Suicidal tendencies
prevail during moments of distress.
This state of isolation does not occur over night. It gets developed over a long period
of time, like a domino effect, it’s a chain reaction to our life style superimposed with
desires.
We will investigate what are the leading factors in onset of this state of Isolation.
1st. Step of Descent : Obstruction in ones normal Life
Welcome to the ‘Vicious Circle’. Life Time Premium Membership’ “FREE”.
Obstructions in yoga are called Antarayas, is the first step in the onset of isolation.
Due to one indulgent lifestyle one starts experiencing these impediments.
At the physical level one starts experiencing laziness and sloth, a state due to lack of
relaxation, a manifestation of over work, regular late nights etc. the lack of rest leaves
the body fatigued. This fatigue gathers over a period of time and one feel constant
need to rest. The state of freshness is now a memory. Instead of resolving the issue,
one falls easily for lazing around and developing the habit of lethargy. But habits and
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undertaking don’t allow this necessary rest. The physical hindrance of fast paced
lifestyle is accompanied with diseases if not resolved in good time. One can reflect on
one lifestyle and see the factors contributing to illnesses are also arising out of
deprived routines and decadent food habits.
The mental disposition due to meager consideration to life patterns and reduced
physical condition is attended by doubt in oneself and others. This nature of
skepticism leads to procrastination. Procrastination is act of delaying, postponing,
putting off, of essential activities. When we are in conflict, our discrimination and
power to focus diminishes, culminating with lack of purposeful action. Time is wasted
in these mental and emotional gossips. Essential or the central concerns are
overwhelmed by remorseful mental disposition or being. One sees a rather unhappy
picture of its surroundings.

Illness also lead to procrastination other than doubt. Remember lazy days or under
the weather days. Physical ailment that kept us away from our work, meeting or
gathering etc., kept us off schedule. If not physical only, then a internal state of
disinterest towards ones activities prevail. We can notice the exchange of information
between our physical body and mental bodies. A good time to reflect.
Doubt creates delays, which in turn flame idleness. We continue to indulge in self
doubts, current activity postponed, now time is free. Idle time available. Idle mind is
devils workshop. Usually a disturbed mind is like a fly. Which enjoys garbage. Hence
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mental and emotional garbage is pampered, mixed with memories. Mind creates more
and more of this garbage by its power of association and imagination. In such mental
states there is more imagination than reality. We start interpreting situations,
circumstances, events including people with doubt, suspicion, lets say admixing
current situation with large portion of mental and emotional, imaginary garbage. Life
looks bleak. Hopelessness prevails. Faith is ebbing……. Mind is now wholesomely
agitated, where to go, what to do, all is so dim and tasteless…….. then the tools from
the Devils Workshop’ come handy. Senses yes are the tools available in devils
workshop. Some start over eating, some under eating themselves in to anorexia.
Some find TV, internet as a source of further vacating reality. Addictions and falling
prey to poor company are pretty common for such mental states.
One start projecting or self convincing oneself or self hypnotizing oneself. this nature
of self hypnosis is “Erroneous beliefs” the state where ones emotions and intellect and
memory structure will be more so damaged. One exhibits erroneous beliefs towards
oneself, towards people. Either over or under estimation of oneself, either having its
own danger. Complexes as they are called whether superiority or inferiority have their
toll on the self belief, as such on the complete personality complex.
Environment + Physical body + Sensory and Mental body + Emotional and
intellectual body+ Spiritual body = Personality complex
We can now visualize that of lifestyle being effected say like a good road mostly, but
also having speed breakers and potholes that upset our smooth movement. Physical,
sensory, mental etc. obstruction in our lives unknowingly impact our ability to learn.
There is lack of growth due to non perseverance in attitude. One cannot pursue any
knowledge based endeavors due to the these above mentioned obstructions.
One cannot acquire new knowledge due to especially erroneous perceptions and selfassessment. That one does not need to learn any more or anything new’, ‘one knows
everything that’s necessary to know’, ‘I am not good enough for this’. Even if we start
some activity we cannot pursue it for sufficiently long periods and develop some skill.
We are quickly disheartened by the efforts required. We over expect from ourselves.
This is pain that is self-inflicted. Non-perseverance takes away our enthusiasm.
Creating a self generated atmosphere of self doubt, despondency etc.
Yoga interpret that the whole personality complex responds to every stimulus. The
stimulus may be environmental etc., ones response is from the whole personality.
Hence each stimulus, external or internal, brings the whole personality into action.
Impresses itself on the being. Impressions are not to be taken casually. Our
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impressions are the anticipatory mechanism of the personality to all our future
responses. They become our traits our memories our attitude in general. They
become part of our subconscious. These subconscious impressions are like goggles,
imparting a certain color to the natural reality. While they seemingly protecting us, but
in real they are coloring our reality. A reality that may or may not be true. A yellow pair
of goggles will make everyone including this world appear jaundiced. So on and so
forth with other colors and subconscious impressions.
These impressions may in disguise appear as protections. As safety and security
mechanisms.
Example: a girl smiles and the male gets a little fresh….. result of this impression girl
stops smiling, not creating an eye contact with her surrounding. Hence blocking out
natural exchange amongst human. A one time strong impression can render the
personality trapped for a life time.
But the fact these impression create a wall or lets say a castle around ourselves.
Blocking new information, new experiences, current stimulus. One is not “present” but
becomes present to a impression. This is a standard response which one can call
“egoist”.
Egoist is one who lives in a self-created mental castle. Blocking all exchange. One
treats visitors as trespassers. Lack of exchange is like the frog that spenbs a lifetime
living in a well. Believing “ I am WELL”.
This blocking is the first step to disturbing the natural being or “spiritual body”. This is
also looked upon as lack of spiritual growth. One grows physically, but with
impressions etc, showing childish or teenage traits. Wanting to look sixteen for ever.
One indulges into activities and cosmetics to “appear” “sweet sixteen” always. What
can be a more degradation of oneself. Believing in permanence of changing
phenomenon’s. Ever striving for untruth that one can hold steady this constantly
changing state of oneself, the world and life. One cannot accept changes, with grace.
Nature than forces one to see the changes, which maybe quite disastrous in events of
loss.
This is the first step into the second step of descent called nescience or ignorance or
Avidya as called in yoga terminology. Obstructions have settled in well and now one
journeys into world or nescience. Please know that the combination of poor life style
and obstructions can work in multiple ways and create varied effects essential leading
to similar generic state of mind. Which we can examine under the concept “avidya or
Ignorance”.
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Aversion : Hate, strong distaste or dislike that leads to agitation.
One may actually through reflecting let go of many aversions. Most aversions are like
a obsolete computer software in a new computer. The new computer though much
more efficient, cannot optimally perform because of poor software’s. These aversions
were simply maintained as impressions in our memories. Hence the need to upgrade
the software. Our system are upgraded and made afresh every time we review our
impressions and memories, as such our personality complex. We always end up
revising or renovating our self-concepts. It is best for us to reflect upon ourselves. We
are our best friend. We spend a lifetime in our own company. A general rule of
resonance “if I find myself boring, all around me are resonating in my self concept, and
incidentally the surroundings will respond in the same manner, bored.
We project our being and reality or personality complex through resonance. This is
one of yoga’s very important scientific discovery of natural phenomenon called
“resonance’ amongst objects. Hence people usually seek their type through
resonance. Their personality complexes have similar frequency and are therefore “in
harmony”. We can see this amongst animals immediately. They likeness makes them
herd together. The herbivores and the carnivores etc. followed by further sub
categorizing of the animal kingdom.
Aversion is usually towards oneself and ones own life, which is projected on the reality
around us. Aversion or distaste starts towards one routines and shows up in ones
conduct. Aversions also limit our choices and hence our learning abilities. Aversion to
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new ideas and possibilities. Aversion to others peoples beliefs and reality. In general
these aversions restrict our interaction and participation in life. Life become more and
more restricted fuelling further the same “life is boring” attitude. Leading this idea
further, our food and inputs are also degraded out of the aversions we feel.
Fears accompany aversions. Fear a mental state in which “False Evidence
Appearing Real”. A classical example is Rope appearing a snake in poor light. A self
inflicted misery an outcome of the mental mirage and projection. Fears are called
Abhinivesh. Inability to accept change within and around us, Fear is also fuelled. Yoga
also calls this as fear of death or attachment towards life and things. Fear of death or
attachment of life is basically non-acceptance of the changing nature of life and
events. Mind wants the whole reality to be in a state of animated flux, where changes’
are not desired. These changes ask for changing response. The outcome of our
responses leading to success or failure, plagues the mind. Hence fears work intensely
on our personality complex, making us immobile. Fears are the manifestation of our
obstructive mental states. Hence begins a cycle of obstructions and fears. Fear of
loosing objects of affection is one of the greatest ignorance pampered by a disturbed
mind. One cannot appreciate the changes and enjoy the value they add to our
existence. It’s like not being able to enjoy the changing seasons and their intrinsic
value to life. We are now mentally resisting the movement of life. We are obstructing
our own path, but mentally blaming others for our circumstances. Here also starts
mental convincing of ourselves towards values systems that are detrimental to our
wellbeing. Blame and guilt are our alternating companions. Constant comparing of one
self with others without notice towards ones own efficacies. Often we loose our
uniqueness and beauty to fears. Fears start twisting our personality.
The more one resists changes, the more it persists. And comes in another feature of
nescient pattern called Attachment or “Raga”.
Attachments are like invisible chains binding us to objects, people or reality. Because
in some deep reality, we can acknowledge the persistent changes, but simultaneous
non-acceptance to change, cause manifesting of attachments. A tug of war, tears our
personality. Chains though maybe of gold but they still bind us. Our freedom is lost
because of emotional and intellectual binding.
One is bound to ones gender, family, beliefs etc. we find these attachments to our
regions, religious affiliation or otherwise, at the cost of knowing and understanding
others. We are easily displeased by others because of our attachments to our opinions
and beliefs, dissimilar to ours, leading to estrangement. We start to judge without
much consideration to reality.
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Raga and Dwesh work hand in hand. When people or objects don’t respond in the way
we seek them too, aversion is felt immediately. Our behavior becomes abrasive and
non accepting. We bind others through variety of guiles. We start also obstructing
others movements because of our attachments and fear of loosing. Hence aversion
becomes a weapon of threat and emotional black mail its handy tool.
We hear couple and especially loved ones making statements like “you don’t give me
space”, “I need space”, are nothing but people feeling bound by attachments. “Do or
don’t , if you love me”, are statements, when aggrieved by attachments. Get off my
back, stop nagging me are other statements we hear, when we feel attachments. We
want people to behave in a manner we seek, because it satisfies our fears and
attachments.
These are the tools of a “egotists”. The egoist with the obstruction now develops a
twist and becomes egotist.

egoism
an ethical theory that treats self-interest as the foundation of morality.
An egoist might devote considerable attention to introspection, but could
be modest about it, whereas an egotist would have an exaggerated sense
of the importance of his or her self-analysis, and would have to tell everyone.
Where as a egoist lives in a self created mental castle, the egotist seeks to
also attack others from this self made strong hold.
“You don’t know anything” , I am right about my opinions and you should
believe in them also. I am always right, about my opinions and hence you
should follow them, are the attitude of the egotist. They seek to advice, but
don’t follow it themselves. They love to advice and are unhappy if advice is
not pursued.
A state of usual over self-importance, without much attention to others.
I have many years of experience, and hence my opinion is beyond challenge
or question. “I have 30 years of experience”, are but many years of
experience that have actually re-enforced the same egotistical behavior. It’s
a habit. Years of experiences have only added to recurring egotistical
pattern, and not a accepting behavior to the variety and possibilities called
life.
A general feeling is that of threat in experienced by egotist, when one put in
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a challenging situation. People are perceived as threats because of
difference in opinion. Animosity is experienced and pampered.
“Dead Right” is the phrase. One seeks to be right and all knowing, at
whatever cost. Here we start loosing people in our lives, because they
threaten our egotistical behavior. The egotists survival is challenged by
others beliefs and opinions. This may not be a reality, but it is so perceived.
Over valuation or overt self-importance, with respect to others. A sense of
superiority or inferiority complex, mesmerize oneself.
this complexed behavior leads to “perversions” or “vikar”.

Perversions are like saying something while meaning something else.
People cannot understand us. The more one tries to convince others the
more they get confused. This is simply because one is confused oneself. Its
like speaking into a twisted pipe, while we say something, something else is
heard on the other end of the pipe.
Kama or lusty behavior is the onset of perversions. The belief is a very
objective sense of oneself. One gets fixed in ones belief of ones
appearance. One is driven by appearance. Body becomes the self. All
endeavors lead only to gratify the body. Mind, emotions and spirit all gather
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to serve the body as the ultimate reality. Gratification of the body becomes of
prime importance.
Reality is one that’s not changing, like the experience of “I am”, while our
body, intelligence etc. all changed around this “I am”.
Any change in the body structure is not acceptable. Hence the need to
undergo variety of medical procedures to maintain ones appearance, the
way one is, without change, which is quite unreal in life.
Any changes cause anguish and anger. Anger is “krodha”. A pervert quickly
get annoyed due to disagreements with others opinions. One feels
constantly challenged. One feels constantly challenged by all around us. We
need to maintain our control. When this control appears to be falling weak,
one becomes angered and responds offensively. Anger is direct
manifestation of over indulgent life style, obstructions and nescient etiquette.
One is quickly infuriated due to non conforming events and conduct of
others. The more one feels and pampers this rage the more one gets
obsessed with one being right causing obsessive behavior.
This is “moha” or obsessive beliefs. Attachments which when irresolvable
become obsessions. A story here will help to see the nature of being
obsessed.
A demon once abducted a princess wanting to marry her. A certain prince
went to her rescue. The prince met the princess in the demons castle to
understand that the demon was very powerful and could not be killed in
combat. So he asked the princess to lure the demon in knowing the way it
could be killed. The princess approached the demon with agreement to be
wedded to him, only with a condition. Since she was going to marry the
demon, she would want the demon to live a very long life. Hence seeking its
protection, how would the demon protect itself? The demon being a
obsessed personality, replied that its life was resident in a parrot. If one
could kill the parrot the demon would die too. The princess informed the
details to the prince, who quickly searched out the parrot. The demon was
than challenged by the prince. The prince then started hurting the parrot and
the demon would also be affected similarly. The prince than killed the parrot
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to bring an end to the demons life.
Obsessive bahavior causes one to see itself living in some other object or
person. Any harm to that object or person causes great distress to the
obsessed one. We can see this in some relationships, where the well being
of one is dependent on the well being of another. One looses ones self worth
completely and lives a life of slave. This behavior is seen in infatuated
lovers, which often lives at the edge of suicidal behavior. Suicidal activities
are an outcome of obsessions.
These manias only make the individual tighter in its behaviours, what we can
call greedy or over possessive.
Hence greed is a manifested concern of a obsessed personality.
The greedy person can neither keep others happy nor be happy oneself.
Living in the fear of loss, which causes anger and pronounced
possessiveness.
Narcissists usually show these traits. They are people with excessive selflove are supposed to make good leaders, seemingly because of traits like
self-confidence, authority and self-esteem. But that doesn’t seem to be true,
“The narcissist inhibits communication because of self-centeredness ,
authoritarianism and fear of loosing control etc..”
A greedy persons, counts how much it spends on food, on its well being etc.
Often not using ones resources for ones own upkeep. Scrounging attitude is
a facet of greedy individual.
We can now see the three step leading to complete isolation of the
individual. One feels unloved and uncared for amoungst caring people..
Sycophancy is the only way to satisfy such individuals. The other thing that
can keep them happy is lusty and obstinate behavior. One loose interest in
life in general, despite having all provisions and essentials.
Our behavior and patterns are best known only to us. We are our best
reflectors, our best friends as such. Transformation is only possible if we
choose it so.
Yoga is one of the finest technologies available to overcome these
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psychoses. Yoga techniques though may use either body or mind etc., but
causes restoration of the complete personality complex. While we do asana
(postural exercises) or Pranayama (energy control) etc. they exert effect on
the whole personality complex not just the physical body. It restructures and
realigns the various instruments of the personality complex simultaneously.
We will see the effects of yoga on our personality complex through the next
chapter the 3 steps of ascent or self-discovery of our true potentials and
efficacies.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

The 3 steps of Ascent - A spiral of Solitude
The conversation is about self discovery. In oneself discover. One find all
formats existing within oneself. this book is to assist conduct a SWOT
analysis with oneself or lets say discover oneself.
Reflecting on our ;
Strengths , Weakness, Opportunities and Threats, reflecting in the human
personality complex and its life style. In the larger context, SWOT is just a
corner stone in ones journey called life. One may discover how our strengths
become our weaknesses or opportunities turn threats and vice versa. One
gains insight in using ones weaknesses and threats for ones benefit and
progress. While maintaining one strengths as continued opportunities.
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A sincere effort to self discovery, is not about guilt and blames, but observing
ones own reality and aspirations.
To maintain good health is to savor its goodness for oneself in life. Health of
the complete human personality complex.
Personality complex = Environment + Physical body + Sensory and
Mental body + Emotional and intellectual body+ Spiritual body
Homeostatic Health or well being of all the instruments of personality
complex is essential for self discovery and manifesting ones efficacies
and potentials.
This health maintenance is an ongoing part of our life style, as simple
and regular as eating, sleeping etc. it’s a routine we formulate as per
our own needs. We can discover for ourselves how to use various yoga
techniques for resolving certain issues that we believe are issues. As
we discover our strengths weakness or threats etc. Managing oneself
in the change is to maintain oneself first.
We project our internal reality on our life.
To seek ones well being in all realms of ones existence is what yoga
understands as “shreyas”, which necessary requires us to be sincere to
ourselves including to our aspirations. Yoga incidentally seeks only a quality
of mindfulness in ones discovery of ever unfolding beauty.
Shreyas also called “Purushartha” or self motivation. One seeks to be
wholesome in one responsibility towards oneself, while manifesting the same
well being also in its environment. The are four tenets of Purushartha.
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Dharma : Virtues of Survival.
Artha : Wealth Creation.
Kama : Skillful and purposeful creativity.
Moksha : A sense of lightness while living, leading to solitude or contentment
with ones self, with ones life in a natural flow.
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Dharma is like a jigsaw puzzle. While one piece finds its location or purpose,
it also complete a larger picture. So while we defined “virtuous survival”, it
implied while one exists, its existence is complementary to the larger picture
of life also. Its best seen in a jig-saw puzzle. We keep placing ourselves here
and there till we find our place in the puzzle, we find our purpose, we find
ourselves expressing wholesomely, while uniquely fitting into the larger
picture also. It’s a self discovery. Its as real for oneself like tasting sugar in
ones mouth.
Dharma is a certain experience of virtuosity, where by our existence while
manifesting its aspirations, also is purposeful in collective existence. There is
manifestation of symbiosis in one actions. One recognizes how ones action
also affects their surroundings. They can notice with a sense of
responsibility, whatever is undertaken. The well being of our surroundings,
environment and world at large is also considered with ones gathering
awareness. One discovers the beauty of ones action as creating a wave in
the seas of life. Hence ones own natural grace descends through the myriad
of activities undertaken.
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Each life form has its own dharma. Its own path, its own destiny, its own
karma set. We are looking at the beauty of dharma. While it is diverse in its
appearance, it has certain uniformity as its underlying current. The common
underlying current to all life forms is “Existing, beyond misery”. “to be alive
and joyous”, ‘to be alive and kicking”, essential point towards the same state
of joyousness, “Ananada”. Bliss or “ananda” is a chain of unbroken
experiences of joyousness or fulfillment or completions”. We all know of
these moments. every life form knows such experiences, even if short lived.
Moments of great enthusiasm, vibrancy thrilling within.
Our desires despite the myriad appearances, are infinite ways leading to it,
essentially seek to manifest such experiences. Outcomes may or may not be
always as we seek them to be. Play of duality is on……… success / failure,
day / night and it goes on.
The pratices of yoga manifests in a unique way, one start observing
experiences with a extra feature called knowledge. While we experience the
duality of life, an additional feature called knowledge appears. “What are my
experiences trying to tell me”. “what is it that this moment of joy or sadness
is trying to hint”. We start to notice ourselves as responsible for our current
experiences. Our experiences instead of being obstructions or limiting
become our internal guides. This angel within, this intuitive eye or divine ear.
Incidently the puzzle comes back again with a new 3D feature. “Constantly
changing”. The puzzle looks different every time. We can see this more
clearly in relationships. The same person manifests variety of personalities
as its relationship. A person is a son to some, a brother or sister to others, a
uncle and aunt to some, so on and so forth. One person with multiple roles in
ones own life. “I want to be me while expressing all these myriad
personalities, is a flavour of dharma”. Hence being able to adapt to this
contantly occurring changes, is to live dharma. Dharma also tastes like
“accepance”. Acceptance of oneself and others is dharma too. Hence when
dharma is spoken of, it has as many flavours as its contexts.
Classical meaning of dharma is “one that upholds”. One that support all
levels of existence. Visualize the jig saw puzzle and one can see a larger
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support which has the picture of the puzzle. The puzzle with its features are
contained in the support board of the puzzle. Dharma of the board, supports
dharma of the picture, the groove and the individual pieces. Together they
show a certain unique oneness with all the diversities. Life is the big puzzle,
in which our personal dharma aloows us to find our symbiotic existence in
the larger picture.
Aquiring skill set, education, new skills, arts are also a part of dharma. They
allow us expression and support towards survival. Hence ones job is
essential, a place, a stage where one gets an opportunity to express itself,
express its dharma, ones excellence etc.….its a attitude, a trait, a “way of
being” that are expressed is also dharma. We all respond from our dharma,
leading to myriad expressions of life.
Dharma also exhibits itself as conduct. Our responsibility towards our
conduct. It not only affects me but also my surroundings. Our behaviour with
ourselves and others is conduct. Non violence is using power and not force.
One projects what one is this is dharma. If one practices “ahimsa”, one
projects the same and one relefcts the same. Hence we can see in pictures
of Buddha with all animals in peace with him.
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this is what yoga understand as manifesting ones power without use of
force. This is also a perception of Dharma, or “manifesting dharma through
living it”.
“Walking the Talk”. Practice what one preaches.
Dharma lives in its practitioners, less in observers and least in followers”.
“Water to Fish, is Dharma to man”.Dr. Jaydev Yogendra”
hence dharma is a discovery of self purpose in a unique life way that allows
symbiotic existences of all in life’s own rhythm.
Artha : Wealth Creation is the undertakings of dharma. Through our activities
as per our dharma we aquire wealth. Wealth has as many facets as dharma.
While most common equation for wealth is money, gold, property, objects of
great value is also a respected and accepted part of artha. But artha has
more flavours, appearance and attitudes.
Good Health is the first most important wealth. Hence Wolverine from series
“x-men”, was choosen as the most impressive super hero amoungst all
super heroes. Wolverines ability to stay ever youthful and recovery from all
illness. We have all discovered that one cannot enjoy anything when one is
ill or because of iabilities. Hence yoga and other spirirtual scriptures keep
health as the stage or platform for higher experiences. Hence the pratices of
Asanas, pranayamas and kriya et.c.
Knowledge advancement is considered as an important aspect of wealth
creation. Ones knowledge survives with the one throughout its life and
sometimes in future lives. Hence we see some very gifted individuals amidst
us.
Acquire new skills, arts, learning is also wealth creation. Our material wealth
gives us the opportunity of resources and time, which we can direct towards
such activities. Our Work is our wealth. When we work we have an
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opportunity to expresses ourselves and create wealth from our endeavors
too. With work one can make mundane actions into one of karma yoga. Or
work transforms to worship. This wholesome expressions of ones activity
lead to name and fame. One is know for ones accomplishment which
becomes pathways to ones explorations. Artha also includes ones name and
fame and desirability in the collective existence. Yoga sees to fulfil all realms
of existence so that one make become content and is drawn towards truths
of life. Hankering may cease or be minimized so that one may concentrate
on oneself and its essentials.
Developing a sense of thankfulness by contributing it back to make the
society resourceful. Charity is also part of artha which allows one to nourish
life as such. One nourishes the aspirations of the collective within its own
resources. Hence charity is a important part of life.
As a story goes a certain noble was assisted by a commoner. The noble
wanted to thank the common man. As a gesture of his gratitude, the noble
undertook to take care of his sons education like his own son. In due time
both the sons grew to become accomplished in their fields of activity. One
became Prime minister Churchill and the other became Dr. Alexander
Fleming . Dr. flemings discovery of penicillin went on to save Winston
churchills life. A story of “one good turn deserves another”. This is the nature
of artha. Goodness was shared all around.
Artha is about wealth creation in all realities of human life as well as around
it. The individual and the society grow simultaneously. Infact all the individual
can possess is given by the world and acquired from the society. Hence the
understanding of artha is wealth so as to assist human upliftment at a
homeostatic level with inherent contentment.
Kama : we see kama come as a perversion and also as purposeful creative
impulse. Kama is impulse of desire which makes one move. This impulse
can be shreyas or preyas. It is the choice of observer, which direction of the
impulses to pamper. One can pamper either shreyas and preyas as is ones
choice. Hence yoga recognizing this creative impulse, seeks mindfulness.
Calls for awareness and focus, because all our choices and desires may not
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be what they appear. Our desires can sometimes lead us into grave danger.
We may not see the lurking dangers that come along with our desires.
A story of a sage, walking along the path merrily. He is suddenly struck on
his head by the crows. The sharp beak of the crow causes pain to the sage.
The sage our of rage runs after the crow with a stone, desiring to strike it. He
than saw the crow flies into a garden and perches on a mango fruit tree. The
sage approaches the crow in stealth. Just as the sage was about to throw
the stone at the crow, the gardener, who accuses the sage for trying to steal
the fruits, strikes him from behind. The sage now runs to save his own head.
The sage then wonders to itself, that how out of myopic awareness towards
ones desire one gets carried away, without noticing the impending lurking
dangers.
Another story of lack of awareness is plastic. Plastic though a useful part of
daily living, is not biodegradable. We notice that we create things that we
can’t deal with in the long run. We are now seeking to make plastic
environment friendly. We are replacing it wherever possible. This is like
making a baby and then wondering what to do with it, or the purpose of
having them. Often outcome of lack of patience or insight. Hence creativity
as a strong impulse of life, is to be managed by oneself.
Often we make undertaking out of others insistence. Like parents indulgence
in the children’s education and activities. On many instances the child
undertakes education based on ones parents. The parents too feel the need
to indulge. The aptitude or interest of the child make not be considered.
Hence making a poem, a story, a symphony, a business, a child, a
relationship is an expression of creative impulse. Yoga acknowledges this
need to create and hence taken as a very important part of human endeavor
and growth. Ones creativity and its manifestations give vast contentment to
itself.
Hence giving attention to ones creative nature, yoga only brings in a moment
of concentration a moment of focus. This mindfulness of our impulses will
show us the depth and width of our undertakings. We will be wholesome in
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our approach in going about creating purposefully. Creativity takes up most
of our resources, it leaves great impressions on our subconscious.
Creativity is a wholesome experience of gods creative spark within us. We
connect through our creativity to our personal divinity.
Moksha : Freedom
Freedom is the direct manifestation of our dharma, artha and kama.
Our actions bind us or set us free. Ones artha and kama while being support
becomes bondage. The artful use of ones wealth and creativity towards ones
emancipation. Enlightenment is another word for this sense of freedom. Lack
of care from possessions and obligations. En-Lighten oneself of ones own
choices and chores. Un burden oneself of care. Having accomplished ones
task one becomes carefree. A qualitative difference from being careless. We
unburden ourselves by resolving out impressions and memories. Resolving
personality towards harmony.
A state of freedom, because one can do what one wants and also have the
resources for the undertaking. Time is the greatest resource. Our
understanding of time and its use. Free time is the most important resource.
One may have all the wealth but no the time to enjoy it. to enjoy the beauty
one requires time.
Creativity approaches its peak in freedom. Essentially recognizing that the
objects and this world exists for the observer, the enjoyer. Without observer
the objects loose value and no observation is possible. Hence philosophy in
yoga is called “Darshan” or “perception” or “paradigm”. It’s a way of
perceiving this reality in its unique unity while expressing unfathomable
diversity. The responsibility coming back to the observer. The observer is
relieved of the pressures of object defining the observer. One experiences
that
“Beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder”.
The objects which we perceive or observe are but basking in the glory of self
love being projected on the objects of attraction. One experiences the
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unburdening of the complete personality complex. There is a sense of
lightness and joy. Enjoying the myriad experiences of life without judging or
lending values is the learning of the individual.
One sees ones own reflection in every object be it animate or inanimate.
One discovers oneself in all and all within itself, like looking into a magic
mirror. The magic mirror reflecting myself in myriad forms with uncountable
features. One finds ones self love reflecting to and from the mirror. A cycle of
power and unique solitude.

Yoga : Philosophy – Science – Technology
Yoga A philosophy with the supporting science, accompanied with a
efficacious implementing technology.

Desire

Knowledge

Action

Philosophy

Science

Technology

Samkhya
Rishi Kapila

Yoga Sutra
Rishi Patanjali

Hatha Yoga
Pradipika.
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Sw. Swatmarama
The yoga philosophy comes from Samkhya of Kapila, its knowledge
structures from Yoga sutras of Patanjali and the implementing techniques or
technology from scriptures like Hathayoga pradipika, Gherand Samhita etc.
The science of yoga accepting the underlying natural forces chooses to
harness it for its betterment and purposes. This harnessing is like
manipulating the flow of a river to release inherent hydro-energy. Similarly
yoga uses the many flows within the human to release energy. This energy
is for ones utilization.
We can employ these variety of energy flow within the human body and also
the energy structure surrounding us. Energy within and around us in not
different. They are in resonance with each other. When we understand the
flows within us, we become like amplifiers, and influence our surroundings
too.
As we saw the personality complex comprising of various instruments, which
we will elaborate further ;
Personality complex = Environment + Physical body + Sensory and
Mental body + Emotional and intellectual body+ Spiritual body
The techniques of yoga embellish each aspect of the human manifestation.
Yoga uses the natural flow of life and creates huge amounts of internal
energy. These energies to be harnessed, manipulated, stored and its
utilization are accomplished by using the various techniques of yoga.
Human
Instrument
World body
Prapancha
Jagat
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Proactive
we cannot survive
restraints and without this reality
Observances it is considered in
yoga as a body
Physical body Asanas
Regulating and
Sthula Sharira Postural
managing the flow
Practices and of various systems
other Physical of the body.
practices
Energy Body Pranayamas Pranayama
Prana sharira
– Regulation manipulate the life
of Life Force. force with exhibits
itself through
breathing.
Breathing is the
easiest and more
power technique
employed by yoga
for personality
embellishment.

body.

Sensory body
Organs of
perception
Organs of
response
Karmaindriya
and
jnanaindriyas

Pratyahara Abstraction

Maintaining
and
continence of
senses is
ahimsa
of senses

Cognitive and

Dharana –
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mind is a free
concentration
mind. The nature is setting the
of the mind is
mind free.
otherwise in
Dharana is
duality. Sankalpa ahimsa of the
or Conforming and mind.
Vikalpa or
doubting.
Subconscious Dhyana –
We collect
Dhyana is
body
Meditation
knowledge and
ahimsa of the
Intelligence,
through
memeories
subconscious
Memory,
Synthesis
thoughout our life.
Ego
Dhyana allows us
Buddhi, Smriti,
to use these to our
Ahamkar
best purposes.
And eventually
transcend them.
Spiritual Body Samadhi Seeing layer of
Ahimsa par
Actions, Desire, Super
existence and
excellent is
Self and its
Awareness
their unity. A supra Samadhi.
Nature, Mystical
sensuous
Unity in
nature of life.
understanding
experience
Karmas, Iccha,
descends in its
renders mind
Purusha,
natural accord. A to reside in
Prakriti,
unique way of
ahimsa
Brahmajignyasa
seeking which
sees the unity and
its projected
diversity.
Yoga says embellishing or to impart health to the various instruments is to
bring these instruments in their natural frequencies, their natural responses.
There is release of residual pressures from the instruments. Hence the
instruments respond like a well-tuned orchestra.
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These instruments of human personality complex are like a orchestra, in
synch create a harmony, out of tune ,sounds out a cacophony.
Like a well serviced vehicle can endure better than a battered car. Yoga
techniques function like servicing and maintaining system of the vehicle, to
keep it trouble free in its journey. Despite wear and tear, the techniques also
are self-corrective. They take care of the wear and tear and manipulate the
instruments into being healthy and finely tuned. Wear and tear over years of
use, misuse and abuse can damage the psychosomatic systems quite
drastically. Yoga techniques also rejuvenate the body. They assist release of
natural hormones that assist the upkeep and well being of the human
psychosomatic system.
We will take a look at each instrument and its embellishing technique.
World Body :- Yama and Niyama
Yoga acknowledges the survival of one is dependent on its surroundings.
We get all our survival support from our surroundings, our environment,
actually from this whole world. Like a well administered country assists
survival but adds value to the life of each individual within it. similarly our
own actions bring the value and survival by implementing Yamas and
niyamas.

Yamas : Five Proactive Restraints
Ahimsa : Practice non violence
Satya : Practice expressing the Truth
Asteya : Practice non stealing
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Brahmacharya : practice continence of senses
Aparigraha : Practice non covetousness

Yoga is a proactive science of conduct. When faced by challenging situation,
instead of saying “don’t do violence”, it suggest “practice non-violence”.
Forceful restrain of “don’t do”, works like a pressure cooker. After sufficient
pressure has developed one explodes, depending on ones capacity.
Practice allows us to express our selves. Our energies and action move
towards implementing , manifesting a life affirming quality of non violence.
When we practice, we observe, we learn and eventually get better at it.
Practice makes a man gain excellence.
Ahimsa : non-violence in action, speech, thought, emotions, gestures are
various levels of reflecting ahimsa. In fact all techniques of yoga implement
ahimsa. It’s the most powerful technique assisting ease of survival.
Satya : Truth as we know it, without biases. Since we may not be able to
represent the ultimate truth, we can always express the truth, “expressing as
it is”, to the best of our ability and knowledge. Personal biases and leanings
can color truth. If speaking the truth brings violence to others maintain
silence. Own up to your own endeavors.
Asteya : non stealing of others property or belongings, nor coveting others
possesions. One important part of non stealing is not stealing others of their
“peace” of mind. Gossip is likely to steal others of their peace of mind, bring
doubts and mistrust in our surroundings.
Brahmacharya : Continence of senses.
Using yet managing the senses. Not being overt in ones sensual
gratification. The more one gratifies senses the more they seek. Its like a
vicious cycle of falling in control of senses. Uncontrolled senses are like
devils work shop. Weakness of senses may land one in grief. We loose good
opportunities in life because we are over whelmed by our senses and its
addictions.
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Aparigraha : Non covetous non accumulating

Yoga does not deny one of possessions. Yoga only makes one aware of the
lurking dangers of excess in possessing of material objects. Possess
essentials and maintain the best of them. Our possessions when well used
enjoyed, bring contentment.
Objects require looking after. Objects require attention for their upkeep. Time
and money are both utilized in maintaining objects. With too many objects
occupying our homes and mind, we have no time left for ourselves. We earn
money to maintain objects, pay for their annual maintenance etc. When
objects don’t function, they cause anxiety and anger.
Without care objects become useless and only occupy space to become
homes for cockroaches, spiders etc.
Niyama : Observnace
Shauch : Cleanliness and hygiene
Santosh : Contentment
Tapah : Austerity
Swadhyaya : Self reflection or self study
Ishwar Pranidhana : Faith
Shauch or cleanliness and hygiene is essential for ones well being. A tidy
well maintained surrounding assists focus. Eases the emotions. we now
days notice lovely working atmosphere is to assist relaxing the mind and
improve productivity. One feels a sense of belonging to clean and peaceful
surroundings. A clean body is also responsible for ones well being. Brushing
teeth, bathing etc. are some of the basic techniques we all employ. Yoga
suggests “Kriyas” or forceful cleansing techniques for improving health”
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Santosh or observing contentment with what we possess, with our situations.
Its through contentment we gain a insight towards our direction in life.
Contentment is that space that allows us to rest wholesomely. Having rested
well, taken a good perspective, we can continue our journey. Fulfillment is a
quality of our spirit. Contentment is like a rudder to our desires. Discontented
we find joy in nothing. A disgruntled king is shoddier than a beggar. Our
masters of yore say “One who is content is truly a emperor”.
Tapah : Austerity
Austerity causes heating up. This heating causes the removal of dross from
gold. Heat is a essential part of creation and transformation. Tapah means
the heat that cook our food and makes it palatable and digestible. Tapah is
the heat of incubation, of the brood hen, which bring life into the egg. Egg on
itself is only potential life material, but the life drawn in it is the brooding or
tapah of the hen. It manifests life in the egg. This gentle heating of
transformation is tapah. To live ones dharma or practice of yoga techniques
is tapah.
Swadhyaya or self reflection. One can reflect on all aspects of ones life.
Swadhyaya or self study can be conducted on oneself, on ones Purushartha.
This reflecting and focused thinking brings forth the underlying reality. This
improves our understanding and our efficacies. Reflecting gives us direction.
SWOT analysis is swdhaya. Study of subject related to ones work, ones well
being, ones religion are all part of swadhyaya. Self study allows growth and
broadening of ones horizons.
Ishvarpranidhana is faith
Faith is the most powerful efficacy of the human and as such of all life forms.
A child when born has only faith as its efficacy to survive. Faith is this power
within us which allows us to draw on our inner beliefs and potential. Faith
allows us to connect with this world. Its faith what looks like trust etc.
everything fails with absence of faith. Our smallest activities are depended
on the faith of their out comes.
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Faith in a large reality brings great movement in our life. Life itself pampers
life, is also faith. To maintain faith in a reality that goes beyond our
perception, which is the substratum to the natural laws and upholds this
creation. These are forms of faith too.
Physical Body – Asana (Postural practices)
Yoga discovered postural practices which use the human body,
simultaneously influencing the harmonizing of the complete personality
complex. Yoga has asana designed by observing nature. These postures
designed emulated certain life forms that show an advanced attribute
towards life. Asana work in a very scientific manner. It works on the concept
of anabolism. When we say anabolic means that it support complete
development of all tissues of the human body. Anabolic also means using
oxygen to its maximum benefits. Asana employ and improve the return flow
of blood, hence improving the throughput and efficiency of the heart, without
raising the heart rate, pulse or blood pressure etc. there are innumerable
advantages of doing asana
Posture also means “posture towards life”. Look at the posture of Buddha
in pictures, one can see a very gentle posture. Similarly observe the posture
of a boxer or a thief or a rogue. The individual shows his being by his
posturing. One can see the comfort or discomfort from ones posture. Hence
our postures also describe a certain inner state of being. Hence asana
corrects the inner posturing that manifests as outer form acquired by the
body.
Example : Talasana or Palm tree posture.
The palm tree has certain features, which show its efficacy. It lives near sea
and in sandy condition, which are salty and low in nutrients. it has tertiary
roots. It has nourishing fruits.
Hence with practice of palm tree posture one develops purposeful and gentle
ego like tertiary roots. One develops a sweet nourishing expression, while
itself living on low nutrients. Brings delight to the observer like a palm tree in
desert symbolizing oasis. The stronger the winds the straighter it get,
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otherwise maintains a gentle leaning. Showing it shows great quality of rising
up to difficult situation, otherwise having a gentle leaning of head low posture
of humility.
Asana also means seat of power, a certain power which is intrinsic to all
beings, a result of the practices of yama and niyama becomes steady and
resident. When life resides within this body, it becomes a seat of power. The
life affirming nature of postural practices called asana by itself is a great
subject of study within yoga. They result in “Absorption of the personality
complex and the physical body transcending pleasure and pain and other
dualities”. The mind is no more obstructed by the body, as a result of good
health. We remember only issues that needs to be resolved. A healthy body
is self forgetful because of no issues to resolve. One can focus on other
activities.
Energy Body : Pranayama : Energy manipulation and its maintenance.
Let take example of the river. We see the power of the swift river in its “flow”.
Whatever flows has inherent energy. We manipulate the river through dams
and create hydro electric power, which otherwise cannot be tapped and
utilized. When we purposefully manipulate the water flow it releases energy,
which can be stored and utilized as needed. Similarly the manipulation of life
energy which is intrinsic to our breathing is manipulated, its energy released
and stored in the personality complex.
Breathing has four action inhaling, retention of breath (holding the breath
after inhalation), exhale and suspension (holding breath after exhaling).
We will continue the analogy of river and its similarity to rivers.
Inhaling wholesomely is like filling up of the dam
Retention is like creating a dam to withhold the water body.
Exhaling slowly and purposefully is like sending the collected water through
pipes into a power generation system and releasing its energy for ones
purpose.
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Suspension is like maintaining dam capacity.

Pranayama releases energy which one can use, which other wise would be
lost. With high energy one feels enthusiastic, the personality complex is also
energized and available for giving ones best to ones Endeavour’s. It
rejuvenates the body mind complex and corrects the various organic
systems of the body. Pranayama spiritually also raise ones possibilities as
they “lift the veil covering the light of knowledge”, as mentioned in yoga
sutras.
Yoga mentions 5 Life Forces or energies. These 5 energies in union conduct
the various facets of Life. We can say prana means life, energy, power, life
mechanism.
Life Mechanism
Udana

Location
Head region

Life purpose
Energy for upkeep
and maintenance of
all the functions
Prana
Throat and chest
Providing life force
Vyana
Chest and all over Carrying energy to
the body
and fro throughout
the body
Samana
Navel region
Digesting and
assimilating of life
energy
Apana
Anal region
Excretion of energy
Like breath whatever that is flowing has inherent power, we can observe
other ?nourishing energy flow systems of our personality complex
Prana or Energy Flows
Food and water
Breath
Senses Flow to and from its
stimulus

System realeasing energy
Digestive system, Circulatory
Bronchial system
Jnana Indriya (organs for
perceiving stimulas)
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Karmendriya (organs of
Response)
Thought Flow, Emotional
Nervous system - brain and
Flow, memory and intelligence spinal chord, nerves
flow
Hormonal Flow
Glandular system
Desire Flow
Heart and mind
Life flows
Within us and all around us
.
yoga sees all sensory or phenomenal reality as a play of energies, playing
with each other in variety of ways and manifesting myriad reality. Yoga saw
reality in a state of motion, hence by managing these flows efficaciously, we
can draw on infinite sources of energies available at various level.
Hence various yoga techniques are the assisting, mainataining and
embellishing the variety of flows systems in our personality complex.
Pratyahara is abstraction or realignment of senses and their flow. Usually
senses move with the cognitive faculties towards its objects. When we say
abstraction then the senses flow towards the perceiver of the objects. This
concept is also similar to vipasana. When one follows the senses, one
comes into contact with the sensation. When we follow sensations we come
in contact with “who is enjoying the sensations”. This movement or
abstraction, relaxes the senses from over stimulation and its indulgences.
Unmanaged senses are like a fly normally, during abstraction it becomes like
humming bee. The difference between these two insects is unusual. If there
are sweet the fly will go and sit on it, but the humming bee will hover it and
not indulge in it. But the moment there is garbage the fly leaves the sweet
and goes towards the garbage. The humming bee will fly towards the nectar
of the flowers, honey. Hence the self managed senses are like a humming
bee and unmanaged they are like flies.
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Yoga identifies 2 sets of senses based on the stimulus. They are the
jnanaindriyas organs of perception and karmendriyas or organ of response.
Tanmatra
Stimulus

Jnana Indriya
Perceiving sense

Karma Indriya
Responding sense

Sound
Touch
Sight
Taste
Smell

Ears
Skin
Eye
Tongue
Nose

Vocal chords
Hands
Feet
Urino -Genitals
Solid excretory system

Manas - Mind body (Conscious cognitive mental faculty) : Dharana
The manas has two functions only Sankalpa or conformity and Vikalpa or
Doubt. This constant occupation with yes or no, good or bad, oks or not ok
is the nature of manas. The mind cannot rest in these constantly alternating
states. This leads the mind further and further away from the centre of ones
focus area.
Example the monkey mind will keep running hither thither, uncontrolled. To
manage it uses its nature purposefully. Use the flow of thoughts etc usefully.
Hence tying monkey to a pole is the way of managing it without overt control
of its nature. The monkey will move up and down the pole, instead of all
directions. The higher the pole higher sits the monkey. Similarly the pole
provides focusing to manas to hold an idea or object and the height gives it a
panoramic vision of reality. From this reference the mind can starts
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exploring and has a better lay of the land. Traveling all around maintaining a
reference and desirable context of the pole.
Making the mind one pointed or focused is freedom of the mind. One pointed
also means localizing the mind around one task at a time. Dharana is this
maintaining reference to the central idea, while exploring all possibilities.
There is a certain quality of meditation and analysis present in Dharana. Also
bringing mind back to the idea or object of meditation is Dharana. We can
usually see this state experienced by all of us as in moments, when we are
enjoying ourselves, time seems to fly, fatigue disappears, we get absorbed
and held by such moments of joy.
Dharana as a technique assists management of the conscious and cognitive
faculties. A focused mind delivers faster and wholesomely efficacious
solutions, than a fatigued or agitated mind. When we deliver better results
with maximum efficiency it gives us more time for ourselves. It also saves
future agonies of improper decisions. Doing one task at a time assists
analytical faculties and is focused. The mind is faster than speed of light,
hence it appears to be multi tasking. But no, the mind can do one task at a
time. Hence a way to assist the mind is focus on one activity at a time. Multi
tasking is also a issue in the urban sedentary lifestyle. Often we are
watching TV, while eating and also chatting on the phone simultaneously.
This multi tasking causes murmuring of the mind and it get fatigued and
disoriented.
Dhyana or meditation with synthesis. In Dharana we meditate on objects,
tasks, ideas by analyzing it or breaking it down into its various components.
This analyzing leads to further breaking down of the idea etc. into various
components. But in Dhyana its like bring all the components together.
Having observed each and every component related to the idea with its
aspects, we bring them together.
Example : a watch needs repairs. Dharana is like disassembling the watch.
In this stage the complete watch is opened up. This leads to a advanced
stage of dharana where the fault is discovered simultaneously with its
remedy.
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Then starts the repairing and putting these pieces of the watch together, is
synthesis. This synthesis is a special meditation in which all components
come back together to create a unison, with an apparent difference being
“the watch is now working”.
Dharana-Dhyana-Samadhi are related states. When one moves into another
is difficult to define. Hence these three stages of the mind are collectively
called “samyama”.
Dhyana release the inherent potentiality of our subconscious to resolve itself,
by its own nature. The intellect has now transformed into intelligence. The
instrument becomes one with the process. There is no force required. This
transformation happen on its own accord, of its own nature. Memories loose
the unwanted influence. Usually memories are like a 1000 page novel, which
is read but not bound. Because of its unmanaged nature, when we want say
pg. no 256, we cannot get there immedeatly. We end up searching and
opening up several other pages until we find our page.
Dharana to Dhyana and Samadhi are only stages of deeper progressive
relaxation into the idea till one acquires oneness with the idea or realizes it.
Samadhi or super consciousness, supra sensational knowledge, Summum
bonum are various descriptions for this state. A state which is experienced
by all but not known to all. Its like a secret, shown or revealed so easily that
it becomes naturally hidden because of lack of observation.
We have all burnt our hands with fire or something hot. This is a moment of
Samadhi one makes naturally without knowing. In Samadhi descends
knowledge. Knowledge of its nature, do and don’ts etc. remember that one
immedetaly discovered the nature of fire, distance one needs o maintain,
avoiding its danger, manipulating fire etc., was knowledge acquired
instantaneously. With a limited experience with fire one develops a
relationship with it. One learns the distance and closeness with fire.
Fire a good slave, but a bad master”
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As such Samadhi is experienced during moments when our survival is
challenged or we when our elemental integrity is challenged. When one
remains unaware of ‘in and out’ for a short interval and is not overpowered
by the ignorance of sleep; the infinitesimal time when one is beside oneself,
are examples of Samadhi, which are experienced in raptures of joy or of
pleasure and in spasms of fear or of sorrow.]
There are also intervals of samadhi, namely the interim period between the
waking, dream and sleep states; at the time of sighting a distant object, the
mind holding body at one end projects itself into space until it holds the
object at the other end, just as a caterpillar prolongs itself at the time of
leaving one hold to catch another hold. Observing the state of mind in the
interval one can see how each one of us experiences these glorious states.
Samadhi is he technique to realize supra consciously, from an ordinary
object to the highest object of meditation, “The self”.
Yoga says that meditation does not require closed eyes or sitting in a lonely
place etc. one can be in a state of meditation while in action, while existing
and conducting ones day to day activity. To inculcate and maintain a high
degree of focus yoga suggest bhavanas or can be translated as creating,
manifesting, meditation, observing, investigating, remembering, recollection,
direct knowledge or discernment, proof, demonstration. We can see the
variety of affections that Bhavana carries with it.
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Anitya Bhavana is celebrating change; acknowledge the impermanence of
phenomena’s. Every thing around us, including our personality complex is
constantly changing. We can see the changes that have occurred within us
and in our environments. Managing change is meditation.
They must often change, who would be constant in happiness or
wisdom. ~Confucius
One may even discover through this mediation the usefulness and beauty of
change as an opportunity. An opportunity for life to transform, while continue
to perfect itself thorough the process of life itself.
Transformation is the only hint we get that something is alive. Without
change all things would decay.

He who rejects change is the architect of decay. The only human
institution which rejects progress is the cemetery. ~Harold Wilson
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One can use the nature of change as a process of growth. One can use this
life flow and influence life itself.
Yoga believes that change is inevitable. Hence the need to express Yama
and Niyama in one life. We never know when people and objects in our life
will be left behind. Hence be kind, gentle and enjoy with what’s in ones hand
instead of hankering. Available to unavailable and unavailable to available.
Celebrate the changes is the hint from this meditation. It’s a wonderful
technique to loosen the effect and pressure of our memories and
impressions of past.
Pratipaksha Bhavana is meditation on the opposites, reflecting all
possibilities including opposing concepts and beliefs. When we say
Pratipaksha, means taking the opposite side to see a event or situation.
Opposites are not contradictory but complementary. - Niels Bohr
Example : when we feel anger etc. towards another person, we see that the
mind focuses only on the negative qualities and attributes of the other
person. Our mind seems to completely eliminate the positive qualities of the
other person. This creates a mental image of the person, which is partial.
The mind has eliminated many part of that individual. When we practice
Pratipaksha Bhavana we start a new mind process;
Our mind is capable of passing beyond the dividing line we have drawn
for it. Beyond the pairs of opposites of which the world consists, other,
new insights begin. - Hermann Hesse
Seeking goodness of the person while we see also the drawbacks of the
individual. We find our mind less disturbed and more focused in our analysis.
This analysis makes possible “forgiveness”. We discover that we suffer from
similar issues as others. We can be kinder and acceptable of the other as
they are. We can give more leeway to others and ourselves.
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The unifying of opposites is the eternal process. - Mary Parker Follett
We can discover value if we can meditate on opposing forces, situations and
people. We may discover new perception and solution for ourselves and life.
Pratipaksha Bhavana says instead of cursing the other, “pray, that it may
see your point of view too and seek blessing for them to gain wisdom”. Our
good vibes will assist the other to over come its point of view or limitation.
More we resist ,the more it persists. Pratipaksha Bhavana assists dissolving
this constant resistance and persistence issues afflicting the mind and
emotions.
The opposite of a correct statement is a false statement. But the
opposite of a profound truth may well be another profound truth. - Niels
Bohr

Nishpanda Bhavana or non-agitation is another technique of yoga
meditation for maintaining a peaceful disposition. There are many situations
which agitate us like behaviour of others, noise, discomforting situations etc.
“A few observations and much reasoning lead to error;
many observations and a little reasoning lead to truth.” Alexis Carrel
Yoga suggests Nishpanda Bhavana. Observing without valuation or
judgment, without objectifying the stimulus. Letting go of the memory based
analysis and categorizing.
In this practice we observe say the sounds around us. Observe the different
sounds. The mind will find some sounds comforting and some not. We
should slowly take away the qualities and concepts associated with the
sound and simply observe the sound. When current sound passes away
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take another sound, just listen to it, don’t judge, characterize or valuate.
Avoid thinking on the direction, source of sound also. Just observe the rise
and fall of sounds, one after another. Slowly the mind will just observe and
will not get agitated, due to lack of association with attributes and concepts.
“To him that watches, everything is revealed.”
This practice especially helps our interpersonal skills. It allows us to be a
good listener. It takes away the anxiety and impulse of wanting to reply. One
listens, mediates and then may or may not reply. One can manage criticism
better. This non agitation of personality complex from the myriad stimulus
can be achieved by observing without valuation and judgments.
We do not see things as they are. We see them as we are. – Talmud
Sakshi Bhavana or witnessing. When all observations and their seeking are
content, witnessing begins. Witness is observation without bias. What
humans observe, life witnesses. There is a qualitative difference between
observing and witnessing. Observing focus the mental faculties on a certain
stimulus to exclusion of others. Witnessing happens when mind is freed from
observing, it can simultaneously focuses on the whole. While observation
narrows the focus to certain object, witness observes all objects including
the scenery. Nishpanda Bhavana leads to Sakshi Bhavana. We can say that
the Sakshi Bhavana is the ultimate form of Nishpanda Bhavana.
Yoga has elaborated various techniques for the personality complex. We
have seen the various techniques.
Having observed within us certain deficiencies of our personality complex,
we can easily choose a corresponding embellishing technique. We can for
ourselves choose and design a life style with appropriate techniques that are
suitable to us.
Use Life Quotient Questionnaire Solution
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The Paradigm - “I am” who “I am”
Swabhava : Natural bio rhythms and Individuals personality disposition
Basic Personality disposition that we can see are

if we notice ourselves or people around us we will discover certain distinct
characteristic, certain peculiar behavior. We can different people responding
to the stimulus according to their disposition.
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Everyone has all of the above dispositions. Each one of us has a
combination of these 4 dispositions in ourselves. One of these temperament
will be pronounced with others in diminishing nature.
If we look at a average human group say at school, or work or family etc. we
will find these four personality type hanging around together. In a group we
will find some active types who you can notice will undertake most physical
activities for the group. They will ahead in action for the group. Any activity
that the group undertakes action person is ahead of the group, bringing in
solutions. Express love through action
The thinker will be one will specks thin or fat, with a intellectual bent, inspired
by knowledge, a natural philosopher. Thinking, reason, calculating then
undertaking the act. Love is in the mind a grand puzzle.
The arty ones, making poems, paintings, dreaming, in a euphoric romantic
state. Whether girlfriend, or god or anything is a romance. Their emotions
and heart are leading the surge. More The heart more the action. They make
good devotees and driven by passion. Love reads eyes not books.
Here the individual with courageous disposition are explorers. Trying new
ideas, new challenges. If a group is challenged, there will be the courageous
one who will come forward to lead the group. They appear egoistic because
of their confidence and fearless attitude towards new experience sand
situations.
A discovery par excellence is acceptance of oneself. When one accepts
oneself, one develops the power to accept all. One lives within this
experience of inner and outer acceptance of oneself and its environment.
One resonates with this experience. This natural acceptance lends faith and
power, while taking away insecurities. yoga does not look at individual
intruments of the human body – mind – spirit complex, but considers them in
unison. The word for personality complex is “chitta”. There are five types of
chittas or personality complexes which exhibit their own characteristics.
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Diseases and
afflictions in
adults

PERCEPTIONS
PRACTICES
(observer
possibilities)
Divine eye
Resolving of
karmas
Direct perception
through intuition
( resonance ) or
insights

Divine nature
= All is one

Ekagraha
One
Pointedness
Normal for
Sadhaka
Yoga Practices
& Advanced
Spiritual
Practices

One pointed =
concentrated
mind = relaxing
in the subject of
contemplation

Balanced
nature =
Resolved
Nature.
Observation
through
resonance

Usually a
healthy state
of personality
complex and
is disease free

Vikshipt
Occasionally
Steady
Normal For
Young Adult
up to Age:25

Distracted

Balancing
nature
= observation
through
experiences +
inference +
direct sensory
observation

Adults in this
stage show
infections and
other
infectious
conditions

Mudha
Infatuated
Normal For
Teenager up
to
Age: 17

Infatuated Constructive
nature
Here mind is
imaginative
with
constructing
faculty

Constructive
nature =
observation
through
assembling,
joining
together

Adults with
this state
suffer
psychosomati
c
Disorders.
Diabetes,
hypertension
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Mudha
Infatuated
Normal For
Teenager up
to
Age: 17

Infatuated Constructive
nature
Here mind is
imaginative
with
constructing
faculty

Constructive
nature =
observation
through
assembling,
joining
together

Adults with
this state
suffer
psychosomati
c
Disorders.
Diabetes,
hypertension

Direct sensory
observation
+ Inferring by
deduction and
induction

Kshipt
Psychotic
Normal for
Children up to
Age:5

Psychotic –
Destructive
nature
Here mind is
imaginative
with de constructing
faculty

Destructive
Nature =
Observation
through
disassembly

Adults with
this
personality
type display
Psychhotic
and other
personality
disorders

Direct Sensory
observation
Inferring by
deduction
(deduction
leading to
observation)

Graph	
  of	
  the	
  personality	
  types	
  and	
  age	
  	
  

All practices to be
assembled in
stages
Ex. : asana and
practices to be
done with
combining
physical, focus
and breathing
All practices to be
split up or
disassembled for
healthy
observation of the
psychotic mind.
Example: Split
asanas into
physical part and
breathing part
separately and
than assemble the
two later.

average	
  human	
  
Yoga	
  practioner	
  

5	
  

17	
  

25	
  

50	
  

60	
  

70	
  

we can observe in the chart for a average human, not practicing yoga, that
there is growth in the person till a certain age after which the faculties start
failing. We often observe middle aged people behaving like teenagers and
very old people behaving like children.
But with yoga practice one progresses with age. With old age the practioner
doesn’t fall back into lower personality types, but continues to progress,
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because of rejuvenation lent by yoga practices with added wisdom of age
and a life time of experiences.
Chitta or personality complex is made up of Bhava. Bhava means attitude,
traits, natural propensities, being, disposition. Yoga understands that the
whole chitta responds to stimulus from without or outside based on the
intrinsic traits or attitudes.
Hence yoga education is about training our attitudes. Once our attitude
towards our selves and life is of prime importance. There are eight bhavas,
four positive and their opposite four negative bhavas. Chitta or personality
complex is made of combination of four bhavas from these eight.
4 Positive bhavas
1.
2.
3.
4.

The attitude of duty—Dharma
The attitude of knowledge—Jnana
The attitude of detachment,objectivity—Vairagya
The attitude of self-efficacy,willpower,confidence—Aishvarya

5.
6.
7.
8.

4 negative bhavas
Adharma = Vice
Ajnana= Ignorance
Raga= Attachment
Unaishwarya= Timid

Dharma
Jnana
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leading to anxiety,
distress etc.

Vairagya

that is
wholesome,
fulfilling and
calming
Let go,
Raga
Detachment,
Discovery of a
common
purpose in life

Aishwarya

Self efficacy

Lack of efficacy,
low self esteem

Unaishwarya

Attachment and
egotistic patterns

The personality complex or chitta is a combination of four bhava of these
eight bhavas.
CHITTA
(Personality
Complex)
Nirrudha
Arrested mind

Ekagraha
One Pointedness
Normal for Sadhaka
Yoga Practices &
Advanced
Spiritual Practices
Vikshipt
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Feelings

Witnessing of
Divine nature = All is
oneself in all. All four one
bhavas maintained
and the personality is
ekagraha for a very
long period
One pointed =
concentrated mind =
relaxing in the
subject of
contemplation.
All four bhavas are
developed
Distracted – here the
	
  

Balanced nature =
Resolved
Nature.
Observation through
resonance
Balancing nature
	
  	
  

	
  

Occationally Steady
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Mudha
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Normal For
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individual has
dharma, jnana
leading to
Aishwarya. But has
not yet developed
detachment, higher
understanding and
let go
Infatuated - here the
individual develops
dharma or sense of
duty towards oneself
leading to gaining of
Aishwarya
Dharma, Ajnana,
Raga, Aishwarya
All four bhavas are
negative. A young
child does not know
its dharma, has no
jnana, is attached to
its guardian and has
almost no efficacies
Adharma, Ajnana,
Raga, Unaishwarya

= observation
through experiences
+ inference + direct
sensory observation

Constructive nature
= observation
through assembling,
joining together

Destructive Nature =
Observation through
disassembly

Bhavas are related to the subconscious and influences the conscious mind
and as such the personality complex. The bhavas are based on purusha and
prakriti of Samkhya Darshan. Yoga takes Samkhya as the darshan and
implements the concepts of Samkhya.
Hence as in tradition Samkhya and yoga were considered one and called
Samkhya-Yoga.
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Thoughts and bhavas are bidirectional. Bhavas influence thoughts and
thoughts influence bhavas.
Dharma Bhava : Attitude of Self Direction. Since all of us have our own
dharma to maintain, one is the best in understanding and executing ones
self dharma. Thoughts related to ones virtuous survival. The thoughts
related to Dharma Bhava are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Duty,
Discipline
Yama
Niyama,
Conditioning
Faith
Acceptance
Commitment
Friendliness

DHARMA
Dharma is survival. Whatever thoughts we have to assist us to survive is
Dharma. All actions that we do to protect our survival is Dharma. Faith is our
foremost Dharma. Our inner hope for survival brings about Faith for
subsistence. Discipline brings about survival. Having a Goal is essential for
survival. It is our Duty to live each moment 100%. Living in the present is our
Duty. Acceptance gives us strength to recoup with situations, to deal with
them as they are. Thus these qualities of Faith, Discipline, Goal, Duty,
Acceptance condition the mind, to be tranquil, and calm. When we generate
these qualities we are on the path of Dharma. Doing ones dharma is to
achieve success. Thus one can be carefree, not careless.
Karmas are based on or inspired by Dharma. It is said that Dharma to a man
is like water to a fish. Dharma gives the feeling of self direction and all
actions should therefore be made with that feeling.
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Dharma means to hold, that which holds together. Dharma
encompasses right morality, justice, duty, and all. It has the capacity to mean
all these. All in all,the inherent qualities in us that help man to live together
well is Dharma.
The Dharma Bhava can be practiced while doing asanas as well. The
attitude of Dharma towards oneself and to others if very important and one
needs to cultivate that. All meditative postures, such as Sukhasana,
Padmasana, Vajrasana, Vrsasana, Ardhapadmasana, Bhadrasana,
Gomukhasana, Siddhasana,Kurmasana, Mandukasana, Virasans,
Muktasana, Swastikasana, Tristhitasana, Dhirasana, Guptasana,
Samasana, kshemasana, Sthitprarthnasana, sthirasana, etc. which help to
prepare the mind and body complex to get steady and conditioned for further
practices. Dharma is the first step,one cannot proceed further without
Dharma. A comfortable and steady pose that eliminates physical
disturbances, leaves the mind free for efforts towards concentration. The
physiology of the meditative poses amply fulfils this condition.
Dharma means virtues of survival. All actions that one takes for one’s
survival from getting up in the morning, bathing, working to eating, etc. one is
doing one’s dharma for its survival. However,the virtues should be self
directing leading to knowledge. Virtues that uphold and provide stability.
Virtues must be such that are universal, transcending time lead to
Aishwarya.
An e.g of a virtue:-- Ahimsa. Ahimsa is universal, time transcending leads to
Aishwarya.
Thus Dharma is of utmost important. Offering our duty is important. it keeps
us in touch with reality. If we do not perform out duty, our dharma, we slowly
become directionless and this leads to sorrows. When we perform our duties
with complete understanding we grow to become better, more successful
and admired humans.
Thus, to maintain a healthy state of body, mind, emotion, moral and
spirit is our prime Dharma, our prime duty. The whole study of yoga is
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directed towards this understanding of duty and how to dispense it. When we
maintain our duty we excel and gain wisdom. Wisdom leads to peace.
So when we go about doing our work with dharma bhava we have more
concentration with which we gain more knowledge about the situation. Which
leads to cultivation of Jnana Bhava. What happens when we gain more
knowledge then we start thinking that whatever knowledge we have is the
only knowledge. We don’t realize that everyone has their own beliefs,
opinions and everyone is right in their own way. But unfortunately we get
attached to our own ideas and opinions and this leads to ego and our
knowledge becomes narrow and limited.
But when we realize, what we know is a small particle in this whole
universe, a small pebble in the seashore, we develop a larger
understanding, and humility and this leads to Aishwarya.
If one notices carefully, everything in nature does its duty, its dharma
and not expect rewards in return. That should be the attitude while
performing one’s Dharma. For e.g. the sun is doing its duty, of providing its
energy, whether we like it ,need it or not. Thus one must feel one’s dharma
and perform one’s duty without expecting returns.

JNANA
Dharma leads to Jnana. Jnana is knowledge that is wholesome,
fulfilling and calming. The true wealth of a man is not what he earns
monetarily or through fame and other success. The true wealth of a man is
knowledge. Only a person with knowledge and correct discernment is
wealthy with skills that he can use and apply anywhere he stands.
We are all concerned about improvement, but not when it is directed
or related to ourselves. So as long as we are agitated and disturbed we
cannot see much meaning. We also cannot see that there is goodness in
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life. Thus following our Dharma helps us to quieten down and thus condition
ourselves.
Jnana is Knowledge that is fulfilling. Jnana that is wholesome calming. It is
only when we are aware we gain knowledge of the self and everything
around the self.
Jnana Bhava helps in the training of the mind and senses. Thus, absorption
accompanied by sincere enthusiasm is application of Jnana Bhava.
Gorakshanath said, “Only if we would know ourselves, everything would go
smoothly.”
Performing our duties with utmost faith and sincerity leads to
knowledge. Knowledge of our body, our mind and its wellbeing is knowledge.
This knowledge is the rewards and benefits we gain from actually the
implementation of our dharma. Jnana leads to prosperity in all areas of life. It
gives us the eye to know our purpose, to see harmony, to see beauty and
delight in existence. The knowledge of action is important.
Know yourself. Become aware. Whatever you do, you’ll do better when
you’re there, engaged and aware. Take time to be, and be amazed at what it
will do.
The key concepts under Jnana Bhava are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Body-awareness
One-pointedness
Balance
Concentration
Synchronization
Co-ordination
Training of the breath
Training of the senses

Yoga means mindfulness of the activity at hand excluding all else. Thus,
jnana begins with awareness. Awareness of body, mind and senses.
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Maintaining the larger awareness means going beyond the limitations by
throwing ourselves open to the possibility of having a different experience,
other than that to which we have become accustomed. In Yoga, we have to
see that spirit and matter work together with Spirit as the Director and the
Matter as the means to Activity.
Just as we know little of the outside world, we do not know much of the world
within us. So more important than trying to know things about the external
world, is to know about the world within. To understand our own body, our
own mind and to gain management over it. What lies before us and what lies
behind us are but insignificant to what lies within us. we spend too much
time and energy in knowing the external world.
Yoga offers man certain techniques that hold the body and the mind
together. The body acts as a corrective mechanism to the mind and as soon
as the mind runs helter-skelter the body sets off an alarm. Let us take the e.g
of hammering a nail in the wall. If one does not concentrate even on this
simple task, he will injure himself.
In certain asana for instance, one is required to co-ordinate the body and
the mind. A kind of synchronization is essential, be it muscular, neoromuscular, or ideo-neuromuscular.
Inner discipline can be achieved through asanas, pranayams, bandhas,
mahabandhas and mudras.
Total concentration is a gift that has been bestowed on some of the
greatest minds in the world. It is rather the ability on the part of the intellect
to bury itself in a given task that has contributed to the progress of the world.
We can learn a lot through our physical processes. Asanas, where do we
feel the stretch, which muscle do I need to work on, where is the stress etc.
awareness is a direct benefits of asanas, breathing, movement of asana, etc.
While doing Asanas, we start getting our sub-conscious and conscious
activities together. When doing an asana, that is , when we assume a pose,
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in the final position we repose so that we become aware of adjusting subconsciously, to finally gain a steady, comfortable posture. Asana and yoga
techniques with the pre dominance of Jnana Bhava are:
Upward stretching, sideward bending, extremities, Training of senses, All
pranayams, Trataka.
Asanas belonging to Jnana category lead to more body awareness and
control. There is good attention needed in Talasan, for e.g if one is not
concentrated,one will lose balance,on a mental and spiritual level, it also
helps in losing ego. When on toes, one will not be ready to get into fight,or
any disturbing action, coz if he tries to,he will simply lose his balance and fall
back on his heels. Thus one is firm ,concentrated, humble and balanced and
yet enduring. Thus culturing of right attitudes happens while practicing
asanas under the category of Jnana Bhava.
Further more, stretching of the limbs, indicates stretching of the spine,
and hence stretching and broadening of ones mind set and knowledge. One
is thus expanding oneself in all areas. Thus, when the act of breathing is coordinates more attention goes in maintaining the right rhythm, pause etc.
The efforts in Pranayama of holding the attention leads, to introversion and
awareness of internal sensations.
We don’t have to immobilize ourselves and hope to resolve our
problems by just thinking, discussing etc. thinking should remain an aid to
activities. One should be involved in actions. A person should be able to
merge in one’s actions. He should feel as if he has become an intimate part
of the work situations. He should allow his identity to be merged. At such
times, one often feels like being part of this whole universe and allows the
highest creative principles to work through him.
An idle mind is not really idle. It is full of sub-conscious thoughts and
desires, is how an idle mind is a devils workshop. It picks up these
unconscious suppressed clues and runs a riot in us. To control the mind,
yoga suggests asana, pranayams, etc this conditions the mind and makes it
one- pointed, steady, relaxed and strong.
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Thus, given such keen attention to our body and body functions helps us
develop concentration. Again, good concentration yield knowledge. Thus we
can gain higher knowledge about ourselves. When activities of the subconscious and conscious mind are directed towards our actions with our own
will, it is called Concentration. Any experience that leads you to a state of
concentration is wisdom.
A small conversation between Shri Krishna and Arjuna will demonstrate the
need to concentrate; Krishna says “ Practice Results in Perfection. We can
control the mind by two powerful techiniques, Constant Practice of
concentration and Detachment.”
The attention span is sometimes so poor that one can just register one
object for a few seconds. To be able to manage more things happening at
the same time needs some effort and concentration. We learn this in several
ways. This is called co-ordination.
Co-ordination means bringing different elements of a complex activity into an
efficient relationship. The ability to move different parts of the body smoothly
and at the same time. Every activity in our day to day life needs coordination.
Where goes the hand, there goes the eye,
Where goes the eye, there goes the mind
From my mind I create Bhava (feeling)
When I create Bhava ( resonate feeling)
The observer creates and experiences the Rasa (essence)
----Bharata Natya shastra
Vairagya is detachment with discernment, Creating a larger understanding.
Some of the concepts related to vairagya are
- Objectivity
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Detachment
Humility
Letting go
Relaxation
Surrender
Faith

When concentration is steady, there is a natural let go of unwanted thoughts
and activities from disturbing the activity at hand. Hence we can see that
vairagya naturally flows when jnana bhava is established. One becomes
objective in ones point of view and unwanted interference is discarded. One
detaches one self from all activities that are useless to the task at hand. This
nature of vairagya allows continued concentration because of objectivity and
detachment.
In vairagya one experiences and understands oneself as part of a larger
picture.
Example : we usually see our success as solely as our accomplishment. We
cannot see the participation of others in our success. We cannot see the
participation of whole life as such in manifesting our success.
Hence vairagya gives us this insight at the direct and indirect participation of
all life in our gaining success. This observation brings humility while we
rejoice our success.
When we see life participating in our success we develop humility. This
humility is accompanied with letting go of unwanted self importance.
When we experience this unwanted self pampering and importance we
relax. The overt pressure on us to perform also relaxes. As mentioned earlier
, a relaxed mind concentrates easily and efficaciously.
Through vairagya one relaxes in glory and failure with as much ease. One
recognizes the duality of life in this success and failure as part of life. One is
living in creating a larger understanding towards one self, others and life. We
can perform for the joy of performing and not just driven by results. Action
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driven by results leads to vices. Action becomes complete and harmonious
at all levels.
One can surrender one self to its activities and become one with ones
actions. One learns to surrender the results of its activity to fulfillment of one
duty. Overt result orientation can also limits one self from transcending
personal best. By focus on activity and not just results also leads to opening
up of possibilities of exemplary performance.
Practices of relaxing asana, relaxation techniques, head low postures,
forward bending postures, Devotional practices, parikarmas, developing
hobbies all assist strengthening vairagya bhava. “Walk your talk”, is a good
attempt at vairagya.
“Do unto others like you have them do unto you” is a simple yet effective
practice of vairagya.
Aishwarya or self efficacy, self esteem, confidence, courage, forgiveness,
self motivated, generating results, expressing excellence as an attitude an
habit, are some of the concepts that manifest the bhava of Aishwarya.
Nothing succeed like success. Aishwarya is manifestation or result an out
come of our dharma, jnana and vairagya bhavas. Here one starts seeing
opportunities in threats, break through in breakdowns, solutions
accompanying problems. One develops efficacy in manifesting results with
excellence. one respects time, resources and such all involved. One enjoys
challenges, and daily issues and stresses that arise become opportunities
from learning and broadening one understanding. One generates results and
not reasons for not accomplishing desired outcome.
The nature of Aishwarya is becoming unstoppable and responsible of
oneself and all situations of ones life.
“do u come with a solution, or are you a part of the problem itself” is
way of looking at bhava of Aishwarya and Unaishwarya.
'Keep me away from the wisdom which does not cry,
the philosophy which does not laugh and the greatness
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which does not bow before children'
~Kahlil Gibran~
the peak conversation of Aishwarya is Sri Krishna washing his friend
Sudama’s feet as a sign of welcome and oneness. Exemplary response is
internal released and great acts of creativity and human benefits result.
I am who I am, is the greatest Aishwarya to realize. To discover one self in
all its perspectives, possibilities and potentials.
Practices of backward bending asanas, kriyas, parikarmas and vairagya
impart and stabilize Aishwarya. Samyama is also a technique of raising
Aishwarya. The highest aishwaarya one receives from devotion
accompanied with karma yoga.
Again we are supposed to look at our selves like we are looking at a third
person. As an witness and observer. We are to use this book for reflecting
with great objectivity. There is no blaming or guilt. One is to be relaxed while
looking at oneself, No judgments is the way of yoga. If one feels and sees
limitation within itself, they one chooses to bring transformation and one may
also choose the yoga as a remedy.
One can see ones personality complex and life style and use the
complementary remedial technique. A basic chart for relating the personality
or chitta or bhava type with the different techniques of yoga is also provided
for reference and further investigation for one self.
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Knowing more on Bhavas
Consciousness mnaifests itself into life through bhavas. All life forms are but
a combination of the bhavas. Animate or inanimate, they exhibit bhavas.
There is a very crucial relationship between the consciosness and its
manifestations.
Samkhya-Yoga understands that the sprouting of the creation happened with
the complementary relationship between “purusha” and “Prakriti”. Purusha
being the awareness or consciouness material and prakriti its reflecting
mirror. The form aquired in the mirror is of the image of the purusha. This
form is aquired by the prakriti resonating the bhava related to the purusha.
Bhavas reflect the three manifestation of karmas, samskaras (latent
impressions) and vasana or desire. The life form that best suits the fulfillment
of the above three is acquired by the purusha and it enjoys, by witnessing of
resonance and reflection in prakriti.
Prakriti the mirror of consciousness, reflecting the consciousness or
purusha. This reflection and resonance brings forth the form. Prakriti is made
up of 3 gunas or tendencies. Tendencies are natural behaviour of the
gunas. Sattva or Intelligence, Rajas or Energy and Tamas or Inertia. While
intelligence explores, tamas provides structuring for the exploration while
rajas supports both. Intelligence is transparent, rajas red and tamas black.
The whole universe is constructed of these basic matter or tendencies. While
intelligence is expanding or exploring, tamas provides structure and
cohesion. The energy for expanding and cohesive action is provided by
rajas. The three always work together in ratio and proportions. The three
combine to form all forms and matter animate or inanimate.
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These opposite acting forces playing with each other create duality of
day/night, good/bad, etc. hence we see the bhavas have 4 positive bhavas
or life affirming rhythms and 4 negative bhavas or life resisting patterns.
While intelligence can create great good it can also create havoc or desires
related to shreyas and preyas. Similarly the energy and structures provided
by rajas and tamas can also be used in shreyas or preyas. Hence the play of
duality affects all areas of our life. Intellengence can be affected by both
Vidya (being) and Avidya(nescience or non being) . Mind is also dual in
nature with sankalpa or affirmation and Vikalpa or Doubt. So are the senses
stimulated by pleasure and pain. So is with our memories experiences. All
are affected by this duality. Like a pendulum swing from one end to another.
It experiences the centre momenterorily. This center is of the self
experienced in joy, contentment. This is also what is called the middle path.
Only by strength of vairagya can one maintain the middle path and avoid the
faltering of the duality. Vairagya is like simple walking, we use both legs
without making any one leg important. A simple walk can teach us vairagya.
While enjoying possessions and not being attached and not hankering in
their absence is vairagya. A fruit naturally lets go of the tree when ripe, falls
is vairagya. Accepting change supports vairagya. Thinking as “us” not just
“me” is vairagya. When ones activities benefit a larger circle of life, its
vairagya.
The ascending and descending spirals exist in all life forms but in varying
degrees. Knowing that we have the opposites within us is the first knowledge
of yoga. When we know our strengths and weakness we can manipulate
them for our purposes. Envy instead of causing heart burns can be a
window to the discovery of beauty. Anger instead of being directed outwards
as rage becomes a honing tool at the hand of will. Vairagya gives us the
opportunity to use the opposites with great efficacy. While strengths forward
us, our weakness become our support to discovery. While opportunities are
utilized, threats become our teachers and keep us alert. Hence we can see
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that through knowing oneself, the potential of “being the mind in the matter”
becomes a reality. We are in better touch with ourselves and our
environments.

Creative component

Bhava

Bhavana
Meditation Technique

Purusha

Aishwarya,
Unaishwarya

Sakshi bhavana

Sattva

Vairagya, Raga

Nishpanda bhavana

Rajas

Jnana, Ajnana

Pratipaksha bhavana

Tamas

Dharma, Adharma

Anitya bhavana

Prakriti

We cannot easily see our reflection in prakriti like we can see ourselves in a
normal mirror. When I move my right hand, in a mirror my movement is seen
in the left side of the reflection. But when i move my right hand, the reflection
in prakriti the right side of the image with display the same movement. This
is one of the real difference between ordinary mirror and prakriti mirror.
While a normal mirror creates a two dimensional stimulus of image, prakriti
myriad reflections as if standing with within a living glass sphere, where
infinites images of mine are seen, and each image coming alive. This
creates the whole universe. The prakriti also reflects with 5 stimuli of
hearing, touching, seeing, tasting and smelling. Yoga says “tada drustu
swarupewasthanam” yoga sutra chapter 1 – sutra 3. In the moments of yoga
one sees this whole myriad creation as a reflection of one self at various
levels and layers. All outside reflect the infinite personalities contained
within. Like a lotus in full bloom revealing itself completely. One transcends
the duality comes to discovers and live the realization “I am” who “ I am”.
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|| Shri Gurubhyo Namah ||

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Glossary of Yogic Terms

Iccha, Vaasana, Aakansha, Abhilasha, kama, jnana
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Kriya,
shreyas ,Adidaivic,Adhyatmic, Adibhautic
preyas,Achar or healthy purposeful Routine and conduct,
Vichar or healthy thinking or positive thinking,
Aahar or nourishing food and other inputs,
Vihar or
kevala, viraha
anatrava, alasya, vyadhi, samshaya, styana, avirarati,
brantidarshan, alabdhabhumikatva, anavshthitva
avidya, raga dwesh abhinivesh, asmita
vikar, kama, krodha, moha , lobha, yogachara
purushartha, dharma, artha, kama , mokha
yama, niyama, asana, pranayama, pratyahara, dharana,
dhyana , samadhi
Ahimsa : Practice non violence
Satya : Practice expressing the Truth
Asteya : Practice non stealing
Brahmacharya : practice continence of senses
Aparigraha : Practice non covetousness
Niyama : Observnace
Shauch : Cleanliness and hygiene
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Tapah : Austerity
Swadhyaya : Self reflection or self study
Ishwar Pranidhana : FaithJnana Indriya Perceiving sense
Udana Prana Vyana Samana Apana
Karma Indriya Responding sense
Jnana Indriya Perceiving sense
tanmatra
sankalp
vikalp
samyama
bhavana
anitya
pratipaksha
nishpanda
sakshi
swabhava
chitta, bhava
vairagya
aishwarya
adharma
ajnana
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raga
unaishwarya
parikarna
karma yoga
nirudha
ehagraha,
mudha,
vikshipta
kshipta
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